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The Soviet P'urges and Anti-Semitism 
By GEORGE CLARKE 

Mankind~ particularly its socialist-minded and progres
sive section, reCoiled in horror at the new outbreak of 
frame-up trials and purges, punctuated with the ugly over
tones of anti-Semitism, in the Soviet orbit. It appear;d 
almost as. though the Kremlin and its satellite bureaucr~cles 
were deliberately placing weapons in the hands of reactIon.: 
or 'at any rate, that it was cynically callous of th~ sensI
bilities and needs of the anti-imperialist movement, and 
this on the very eve of the impending showdown bet~een 
capitalism and socialism. I t was another demonstratIOn, 
although new proof was hardly necessary, that the burea~~
racy is an alien, cancerous growth on the body poltt.1C 
of the workers' states and of the· workers' movement tn 
general. 

Unquestionably, the imperialist pyromaniacs have b~n 
the chief beneficiaries of the new purges. They were qUIck 
to see the advantages in deriving moral justification for 
their Dark Ages Crusade against· the HCommunist anti
Christ" by an outburst of hypocritical indignation for the 
fate of the Jewish people "behind the iron curt~in." Only 
a few days were needed . to expose the hypocrisy of an 
Eisenhower who could shed tears for the sufferings of a 
persecuted minority one day, and on the next day sign 
his order to "deneutralize" Formosa and "unleash Chiang 
Kai-shek" against the people of China. No matter! The 
Soviet purges will help make the pec;>ple swallow t~~ con
ception that anything goes, any allIes, any atroc1t1~~.
that the atom and hydrogen bomb will be used for a Just 
cause. " 

The victims of the purges were not only those who went 
to the gallows in Prague or to concentration camps in the 
USSR but right here in the United States among t.hose 
fighting in defensive combat against the. wa~ an~ the wItch
hunt, and particularly among those wIth IllUSIons on t~e 
real nature of Stalinism. The strident cries' of the antI~ 
Marxists that socialism and Nazism are ~undamentally 
akin became louder and more arrogant. The judge, sen-

. tencing a new group 'of Communist Party lea~ers. to. priso,n 
under the Smith Act, could appear to be JustIfymg hIS 
violation of the Bill of Rights by offering the defendants 
~he choice of going to Russia. Themovemen~ to free t~e 
Rosen bergs, an action of the. highest c~ura~~ tn. these dl.f
ficult times, seemed to lose Its moral JustIfIcatIon. Stahn 

Based upon a speech delivered on Jan. 80, 1958 at Adelphi 
Hall in New York Cit)', 

and his gang had struck a harder blow against the fi~ht
ers for progress in the U.S. than they had ever receIved 
from the McCarthys ~nd McCarrans. who could. now 
cov~r up their horrible works, their racist philosophy, by 

. pretending that the danger to human liberty lies outside 
America' s borders. 

Blows such as these, which come from within the 
movement for socialism from traitorolls men who falsely 
profess leadership but who place their own interests over 
those of the movement as a whole - blows such as these 
are usually the most painful, the most demoralizing. But' 
that can only be the effect upon those who, dominated by 
unscientific . conception s, s~bstitutethe wish for the reality, 
the illusion for the fact. It can only be the effect upon 
those who try to conjure away evil by closing their eyes, 
to it. 

For Marxists, however, prepared by previous analysis. 
accustomed .to look facts in the face, such blows are cause 
neither for surprise nor despair. They can truthfully say 
with Spinoza as Trotsky did again and again during. the 
inc~edible nightmare of the Moscow Trials: . "Neitber to 
laugb, no-r to weep but to understa'nd." Thus in the pres
ent instance: If the Kremlin's new ignominy serves to 
deepen the understanding of the real nature of Stalinism; 
if it ai~ in reinforcing the distinction between this criminal 
bureaucracy and the progressive social foundation on 
which it rests; if it helps reaffirm our determination to 
continue undaunted the struggle against imperialism while 
working to free the ranks of that movement of the blight 
of Stalinist leadership - then and only then will 'an ex.· 
amination of the trials and purges have served a pro
gressive purpose. In this epoch of the final class conflict 
on the world an~na when pressures on men and movements 
reach their zenith, the watchword must be: See clearly, 
speak out what is. and above all keep your head. 

The Frame-Up Character of the Prague Trial 
Let us turn now to the trial itself. It was a frame-up 

- a pur~ and simple frame-up, staged by the past masters 
of that art in the Kremlin. After ample experience with the 
Moscow Trials of the Old Bolsheviks, the Rajk trial ih 
Hungary, the Kostov trial in Bulgaria, opinion on this 
·score is uniform in the world at large, not excluding the 
Soviet orbit. Only venal men or those whose intellectual 
house of cards would collapse if they began to doubt 
believe differently. 
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l~he Prague trial followed the same pattern of its 
prototypes in 'MoscDw, Budapest and Sofia. There were' 
no witnesses" no evidence o.r, dDcuments to be scrutinized 
or checked, no inclependent counsel to cross-examine the 
allegations of the prosecution or defendants. As before 
the indictment and the verdict hang ~ole1y on the single 
thread Df the cDnfessions. But as we shall demonstrate, 
~hes~ c.onfess.io~ns f~ll apart .upon an exa~ination of .th~ir 
llltnnslC va'hdtty, .lust as (~Id those of the Moscow. r.rIll 
def~ndants under the scrutlllY Df the Dewey CommIssIon; 

/. The defendants were accused and confessed to being 
agents of Anglo-A m.crican imperialism. Obviously, they 
couldn't be agents of f I itler,as the MOSCDW Trial de
felidants allegedly were, sil1ce Hitler is cLead, the Nazi 
regime crushed and Moscow is now engaged in a Cold 
War with, Anierican imperialism jnstcad of being allied 
to it as it was in the thirties. I t turns Dut to' be a very 
strange charge indeed in view Df universally kno.wn facts. 
The important defendants were part of the 'leading group 
in the Czech Communist Party which engineered the 
Prague Coup of 1948. That coup, jUdging from the pan
demonium it created in the \Vest, was the most potent 
single incident - if deep causes can be tra.ccd to single 
incidents -- in precipitating the Cold War. r n that coup, 
Benes arId Masaryk, outstanding capitalist liberal politi
cians of that country and thoro~lghly friendly with the 
capitalist \Vest, \vere eliminated from, power. Prom that 
time on\\'ard, and principally under the direction of the 
defendant- Slansky, all remaining points of capitalist pow
er iil the state Jlid the economy' were destroyed root and 
branch, not to ~peak of widespread pU,rgcs and deportD.
tions of middle class elements in the big cities. I t would 
be hardly less weird to accuse McCarthy Df being 
an agent of the Kremlin. 

The evidence on trye point is as blatantly contradictory 
as the intrinsic merit of the charge. Consider only two in
stances: the case against Vlado Clementis and Andre Si
mone: 

Clcmentis opposed the Ilitler-Stalin Pact and It is 
said that during a brid moment during that part of his 
~xile in London he severed his connection with the Com'~ 
munist Party. By all counts that constitutes a crime in 
the Kremlin's book. That, of course, would mJke many 
men in the world "agents" but their period of "hire" b): 
the Anglo-American master turns out to be of extremely 
brief duration since Moscow also soon found it necessarv 
to switch' its alliances in that direction. Despite this well
knmvn "crime," Clementis was to become Foreign Min
ister of the Communist regime, and to loyally ex'ecutc its 
policy and commands ,throughout the crucial first years 
of the Cold \Var with American imperialism. He even 
obeyed orders to' the point of rdurniilg to Prague from 
the UN when slimmomxi although he could have thrown 
himself at _the mercy of his imperialist "employers" in 
NeWt York. 

Andre SiInone's TestinlollY 
Andre Simone, former editor of Rude Pravo, central 

org~n of the C~e~h CP,. was a Stalinist hack writer for 
years. To the very -end/ ht! wrote on orders from tht! Krem· 

lin masters even to the point of thiS nightmarish demand 
for his own liquidation:, 

"I am a writer," he said in the court, "supposedly an 
architect of the soul. \Vhat sort of architect have I been 
--I \vho have poisoncci people's souls? Such an architect 

of the soul belongs t9. the gallows. The only service I can 
still render is to' warn all who by origin or character are 
in danger of following the same path to hell. The sterner 
the punishment .. ," 

Among Simone's "crimes" was the fact that in his 
capacity as a journalist he had ta,lked to French Minister 
jl\landel in Sept. 1939 about the impending war, and to 
Noel Coward in April of the same year about t.he relative 
strength o.f U1C pro- and anti-German forces in France. 
Both witnesses, as is usual in these trials, "vere conVe
niently deceased. BtH if these "fact.s" made Simone an 
"agent of \Vcstern ili1perialism" then the entire Stalinist 
apparatus from Stalin down, which were fDlIowing the 
identical policy, were also "agents" and following the 
"~ame path to hell." 

Another grain of ·truth in the- barrd pf falsification 
are charges that relate to the- perjod between the end of 
the war a'nd the Feb. 1948 coup. I n that time, SlaQsky 
and others' had helped Benes to power, had cncouraged 
trade \vith thc, \Vcst and had eveli gone 'to the pOint of 
supporting the Marshall Plan when 'it was first projected. 
But here too they were serving Moscow's futile project, 
which later had to be abandoned, of maint.aining the 
cOllntri'cs .of L~astcrn Europe as friendly capitalist nations 
that could serve as bargaining points in negotiations with 
the \Vest. The real "architects" of this policy, we repeat, 
wcre the men in thc Kremlin who had signed their names 
to it in so ,mJr)Y words in the Yalta and Teheran agree· 
ments \V'jth Churchill and .RoDsevelt. 

2. Tbe defelldants were accused and confessed to being 
Titoites al1d agellts of Tito. I n a way, this was the most 
fanta-stic of all charges. ~lanskyand his':leading co-de
fendants were the most slavish of servitors in the Comin
form apparatus. Moscow had pushed the somewhat-sus
pect Gottwald aside to give full power to Slansky et al. The 
only concrete evidence presented of relations with the 
Yugo.slavs was a meeting between Stansky and l\tloshe 
Pyade when the latter came to Czechoslovakia on an of
ficial mission to Prague one month before the Cominforrn· 
Yugoslav rupture. -The real facts are exactly the contrary. 
Slansky and his fri'ends took second place to none.in the 
viciolls campaign against Tito and the Yugoslavs. They 
participated in the economic. blockade Jailidown by Mos
cow to force the capitulation of the Yugoslavs. This was 
strange behavior indeed for "agents of T'ito" - and no 
doubt explains why Tito. sought more "reliable" friends 
in t'he c~lmp' of 'Vestern imperialism. 

3. Tbe defendants were accused and confessed to b<.:
ing agents of Zionism and of tbe State of israel. O~lce 
again everything in the known record of the defendants 
proves the exact opposite, i.e., that they were fiercely anti
Zionists. True, the Zjonists had received arms from Czech
oslovakia during the war between the Arab States and 
Palestine in 19.fS --- but this was paid for in hard \Vest
ern Cllrr~ncy. This traqsaction had the approval of Gott· 
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wald as well as Slansky; it was also in line 'with Moscow's 
policy at the time of utilizing the Zionist state as -on~ 
means of driving British imperialism out of its strongholds 
in the Near East. 

The most damaging refutation to the charge is the 
vcry link in evidence intended to establish a connection 
between the defendants and the state of I srael. I t takes 
the 'form of- the witness, l\10rdecai Oren, who is described 
by the Prague radio as "a small- man,. an international 
apache type." Now, Oren, arrested in Czechoslovak,ia, in 
the beginning of 1952, was not just any kind of Zionist. 
lie was a leader of the Mapam party which up to th~ 
Prague trials played a very special role in I staeli politics. 
I t was a pro-Soviet, semt-StaJinis't, party which consistent
ly favored a Soviet. bloc orientation of Israeli foreign pol
icy, and consistently opposed all measures tying Israel 
to \\!estern imperialism. The irony of this episode, appears 
in the fact that \~T4i1e ~lansk~ went to the gallows f.or 
possible coHaboratlon WIth the Mapam, the pro-SovIet 
leaders of the Mapam. wel:e ousted from the party by the 
right wing after the Prague trial becauSe of their refusal 
to alter this pro.-Sovietorientation· or. even condemn the 
trial. 

Why Did They Confess 
Despite the overwhelming indications of frame-up, 

there are still the gullibI,e - and the venal - who are 
still asking the old question: But didn't they confess? 
They are not hearIy ,so numerous and loud as they were 
during ~he Moscow'Trjals. Th'e\Vestern world iri the jn
tervening years has -heard enough independent testimony 
about how confessions are extorted to pla<;e any stock in 
con fessions as pro9f of g~ilt. This incredulity exists in 
Czechoslov'akia itself, obliging Gottwald himself to at
tempt to answer the question of why and, how they con
fe.ssed before a national Conference of the Czech CP on 
Dec. 16, 1952. The most revealing indication of the opin~ 
ion of the Czech people, communxsts included, on the trial 
and the confessions 'is contained in ~ state~ent made over 
Radio-Prague by Professor Nejedly, Minister of Educa
tion,in an address on rumors about the trial. The neutral
ist French newspaper,le Mande, ;quotes him as -follows: 

People in Czecnoslovakia are posing two questions: why 
were not the conspirators exposed sooner, and why did they 
confess.? The· first question betrays- a bourieois mentality 
unworthy of the communists ~ho pose it. rt:~e second indi
tates that it is believed either that the -conspirators attempt
ed to save their lives by confessing, or that coe-rcion or 

. drugs were employed to lextort their confessions. None of 
these explanations are valid. 

The ~ecuring of the confession.s took a lo~g time. Some 
ha ve said that they were the result of a psychological evo
lution. This point of view is close enough to the truth, for 
the defendants were 'broken by crushing and irrefutable 
proofs which were gradually accumulated against them. 

Yes, the defendants were broken, and by methods of 
,"psychological" torture,' and by "crushing and irrefutable 
proof" not however of their guilt, but of the "impos's{bility 
of ·effective resistam:e! 

The Case df the Soviet Physicial1s 
The victims were no sooner interred in Prague than 

-the blood-curdling announcement came from Moscow of 
the arrest of nine 'top-flight Soviet physicians. They wen:! 
acc~sed of "medical murder"- by deliberatelY' prescribing 
treatment that led to the (leath of Generals Zhdanov and 
Scherbakov, of planning (unsuccessfully, as usual) the 
death- of five other Soviet Wo,rld War I I generals and ... 
of "Jewish bourgeois nationalism." No trial h?s yet ?~eil 
-announced either because the producers are stIll awaItIng 
"the results of psychological evolution" on the prisoners, 
or· because the top Kremlin gang dare not -reveal the rami
fications of intrigue in its own' ranks which forms the 
background of the doctors' arrest. 

Mystery and det,ectivc story writers must have turned 
grt-'ell with envy at this strange tale. Not, in their most 
daring flights of imagination have they eyer concocted 
anything so weird as The Case of· the Nine· Soviet Physi
cians. Moscow really proved in this case, if nowhere else, 
that Russia leads the world in discoveries and inventions. 

Lacking as weare in professional knowledge, W.e ;Ire 
still extremely iI1credulous that this revelation of "medi
cal murder" could have been obtained through an au
topsy on General Scherbakov eight years after his death 
frpm an incurabl'e disease, and five years after the death 
of General Zhdanov from an acute case of angina of the 
lungs. It was obviously revealed through "confessions." 
l3ut again as in the Prague tria), the facts prove that the 
real guilt lies somewhere else. , 

The nine accu,sed physicians, prior to their arrest, were 
to all intents and purposes the "court physi~ians" of the 
Kremlin. Tfhey. had unqer' their care Georg Dmitrov 
and Kalinin' who presumably died of natural causes, ~nd 
Maurice Thorez, the French CP leader ,now convalescing 
in the Soviet Union. One of t,he accused, Dr. Vinogradov, 
was StaIin'spersonal physician. If they are really ene
mies of the Soviet Union as charged, and agents of im
perialism, then they also must have. murqered Dmitrov 
and Kalinin as well. How tben explain. t,bat tbey con
fined tbeir di4bolical operations to generals and second
ary figures and. permitted Stalin to remain alive? 

The mystery deepens When We learn that physicians 
hav1e been suspected in the Kremlin' since the purges of 
the thirties. At that time Dr. Vinogradov himself testi
fied that the treatment prescribed by a Dr. Levin had 
hastened the death of the famous writer~ Maxim Gorky. 
Since the Kremlin should, have been nervously --aware of 
the "cupidity" of the doctors, because of this grim e'x
perience, andsin~e the Politburo had 'follmved the prac
tice of reviewing treatments prescribed to :ailing top So
viet leaders, we can only come to one conclusion: 1/ tbe 
cbarge of "medical murder" is true, then the Politburo 
or one section of it ordered tbe 111,urder, that the doctors 
were accomplices: (no doubt under duress), not the princi
pals of the murder. 

That intrigue and clique 'strugglle are' behind thi's arrest 
of the doctors was indicated by the charge of "laxness" 
directed at the "chief Secutity organs" ,and presumably at 
Beria, head of the MVD. A similar turn of events occurred 
in the thirties when the arrest of Dr. Lt.win became the 
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signal ()f doom for Yagoda, the then head of the G PU 
who had been the chief engineer of the trials and purges. 
Now as then, the danger of foreign attack and the exist
ence of widespread popular op~position at home form the 
background of these intrigues and drive the Kremlin 
gang ih fear onto the road ot savage persecution and 
wholesale murder: It is only against this background: that 
the eruption of official anti-Semitism at the Pragu~ trial 
~lI1d in the Soviet Union can be explained. 

Causes of the Prague Trial 
At first glance the Prague Trial seems to' belie this 

cqntention since the victims as we have said were by no 
means oppositionists b~lt the most direct and loyai serv
ants of Moscow itself. They were in reality placed in pow
,er ~o prevent the rise of Titoist manifestations in the 
'most advanced and \\lestern country of the Soviet orbit, 
with an experienced and educated working .class, where 
'such tendencies could most be expected. Why then did 
they wind up on the gallows? 

Slansky and' his colleagues conduded a ferotlous war 
against "Titoism" but they could not eliminate the condi
tions that produce- it. Czechoslovakia was caught between 
the pincers of the \\lestern blockade w.hich cut it off from 
consumer goods needed to supply the needs of its agricul
tural population, and the insistent demands of the Krem
lin that output and deliveries of machinery and war'ma
teriel to the USSR be stepped ·up. In the absence of suf
ficient return, the farmers slowed down their production, 
causing acute suffering in the cities. Discontent created by 
worsening conditions, by the prodding of the bureaucrats 
for higher output to fulfill deliveries to the USSR became 
rife in the factories and mines. The workers reacted by ab'o. 
senteeism, slow-downs and even strikes which caused a 
slackening of production. In view of these conditions it is 
not difficult to understand why Slansky and Co. were ac
cused of "sabotaging production~" There were demonstra
tions in the mine regions of Bohemia, Moravia and Slo
vakia. The biggest of these was in Brno, on ,November 21, 
1951 where 40,000 workers occupied the market· place for 
'an entire day in a protest demonstration against the revo
cation of the Christmas holiday. 

In the midst of this situation a clique struggle against 
Slansky and his group was begun and 'successfully carried 
through by Gottwald and Zapotoc.ky, who were somewhat 
more sensitive' to the reactions of the workers. One Tito 
was enough for the Kremlin, and Moscow now decided to 
come to terms with Gottwald instead of meetin'g the situa
tion head-on as it had done in Yugoslavia. Its conditions, 
as revealed by the trial, w.ere that the liquidation bf the 
Slansky group must dt::flect the rising anger ,against 'the 
Kremlin. How was this to be done since the Slansky group 
was so clearly marked in Czechoslovakia as Moscow's m~n? 
The' formula arrived at was the anti-Semitic one which 
pervaded the trial and was made possible by the Jewish- or
igin of most of the defendants. 

Playing upon the most backward prejUdices, Mosco\\ 
wanted to make it appear that it could not be held respon
'sible for difficulties that had occurred because "homeless 

cosmopolitans," men with "divided loyalties," or nQ ,'na
tional loyalti~s at all had "wormed" their way into con·· 
trol of the 'state apparatus. Such men could just as easily 
be agents of the West or of Israel as of MO'SCOW - ac.cord
in'g to this sinister theory of Judaism borrowed from the 
Protocols of Zion. l 1rotskyism and Tito1-sm were then add
ed to the charges as a warning to genuine workers' opposi
'tions - and to Gottwald himself if he misunderstood Mos
cow's opting in his favor as a signal to attempt to gain 
greater independence. 

The Causes of the Soviet Purges 
A similar situation, although somewhat different in 

form, underlies' the present purges' i'n the Soviet Union. 
Elsewhere in this issue, there is a thorough analysis of the, 
19th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
which occurred three months ago ,and forms the back
ground of the developing purges. The reports at the ~on'
gress &monstrated tremendolls economic progress which 
has made the USSR the second industrial power in the 
world. 

The Congress also revealed that the bureaucracy had 
become ,an increasingly apparent brake upon the economic 
and cultural progress of the country, that it had pecqme 
the object of widespread hatred giving rise to general dis~ 
satilsfaction' and the awakening of critical thought among 
the youth, the intellectua'lsand even sections pf the work
er's. Malenkov',s report, from beginning to end, was a sav
age thrust at the depredations 'of the bureaucracy (nat
urally, on all levels beneath the Kremlin it~elf). 

The ,solution proposed by him, of resuscitating the 
Comm'unist Party as an instrument of control, in order to 
allay the dissatisfaction and put the system in better work
ing order, was clearly not workable. The victory of bureau
cratic reaction in the Soviet Union had been impossible 
without a destruction of theCP a'sa, living organ of the 
socialist revolution ; contrariwise, its revival could only lead 
to the destruction of the bureaucra,cy 'als a wQole., It was 
obvious that action from below could not be encouraged 
without the fear that it would be eventually directed against 
the Kremlin itself. That this was already apparent to Mao. 
lenkov was dear from his warnings against those who were 
raising the question of "the withering away of the state" 
and against "the remnants of old anti-Lenini,st groups." 

In a' few months, and now under pressure of Ei,senhower's 
accelera~ed drive to war, the bureaucracy, abandoned its 
tentative project for a slight exte'nsion of democracy and 
turned to its more familiar method, more in keeping w~th 
its character and tradition - to the purge. The Soviet 
press and r,adio began again to shriek denunciationsagail1st 
all possible types of opposition: against unc;ontrollable bu
reaucratic elements on the right - the "carriers of bour
geois views and morals" - against "bourgeois. national
ists" among the national minQrities, and on the ZeIt against 
\'unstable' elements of our intelligentsia which are infectec,i 
with everything foreign" (meaning perhaps those influ
enced by events in Yugoslavia and China?), and "the de
generates and double-dealers who talk of withering away 
of the state." All branches of academic and scientific pur
suit began to tremble under a storm of removals, charges" 
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confessions. Once again the terrible hale of stereotyped res
olutions demanding death to the doctors and all "enemies 
of the state." 

One element was lacking for the purge - the enemy 
with his owndbtinctive physiognomy. Trotskyists, Zino
vievists, Bukharinists had been too thoroughly crushed to 
play the role of the main devil again, even though it might 
still be useful to paste some of those old labels on the new 
devil. To find the culpnt, the Bonapartist clique had to 
dig back into the deep recesses of maIn's ignorance and prej
udice, to one of man's greatest inhumanities to· man, to 
the eternal scapegoat, the Jew. Under present circum
stances, depicting the Jew as the enemy serves three pur-
poses for the Kremlin. . 

First, it is a means of releasing popular anger against 
bureaucracy while keeping it safely directed again'st those 
of Jewish origin who have become part of the lower and 
middle apparatus of the government and the economy. Sec
o~d, it is a means of labelling critical elements among stu
dents ,and intellectuals, many of whom of Jewish origin 
have found significant positions in the arts, sciences and 
professions. Th~rd, it provides a means of intimidation 
against the Jewish people as a national minority in the 
USSR. 

Anti·Semitism and Stalinism 
There are those. who, refusing to accept the speciolls 

contention of the identiti between the Soviet Union and 
former Nazi Germany, refuse to recognize the existence of 
official anti-Semitism in the Soviet orbit although the ugly 
facts stare them in the face. What they fail to understand 
is' that while there· is no similarity in the two social sys
tems, there is a deadly parallel in the physiognomy of the 
Nazi regime and of the Soviet bureaucracy 

Stalinist domination, the backwash of the October Rev
)lution after the tide had ebbed, represented a triumph over 
:he revolutionary section of the party and the workilig 
class. It brought to the surface everything that was pro
vincial; narrow-minded, nationalistic, self-seeking, th~ most 
backward elernent~ in backw.ard Russia. They envied, dis
trusted, hated the' cultured men with the great internation
alist traditions who had led the revolution. They inherited 
from Russia's past not only avarice, greed and ignorance 
- but also intolerance, anti-Semiti'sm. 

Trotsky many times pointed to the similarity of the 
TherIt, 'dor after the French Revolution with that of the 
Ru.ssia') Rev-olution of the twentieth century. I-Ie related 
h()w the Stalinist Thermidotians had not hesitated to use 
anti-Semitism in their appeal to the most backward sections 
of the party and the popUlation against the leaders of the 
Left Opposition, many of them like Trotsky, Zinoviev, Ra
dek, etc., of Jewish origin. 

M~re.recently, we have seen the official attacks against 
"homeless Cosmopolitans" and the Ii-sting of original Jew
ish names in parentheses alongside of pr,esent Russian 
names. Milovan Djila-s, the Yugoslav leader, relates al) in
cident with more than the appear-anc€! of verisimilitude." He 
sayls that on one of his visits to Moscow before the break, 
Stalin taunted him at a gathering about Moshe Pyade and 
other Jews being in the leadership of the Yugoslav CPo In 

general, Djilas/ says, Stalin addressed him as "one gentile 
to another." 

Anti.SemitisDl and Anti.Zionisnl 
Confronted with the horror and stupefaction of West

ern opinion, Stalinist apologists are going to great lengths 
to distinguish between anti-Semitism, which they deny, and 
anti-Zionism, which they ,affirm. Gottwald made the point 
iii his speech to the Czech CP Conference. The Moscow 
New Times dwelt upon it extensively. The di'stinction is 
obvious; socialists have always opposed Zionism political
ly a's a re,actionary, anti-Marxist philosophy, a handmaid
en of imperialist politics. That Stalinism must deny anti~ 
Semitism indicates its contradictory nature. I t can and 
does practice the methods of the worst ca-pitalist reaction 
but it can never utilize its ideology direct)y. In'that con
tradiction T,rotsky saw the 'similarity between Stalinism 
and National Socialism and ,also the great differences be
tween them arising from the origins of the st-ates they rule 
and the social systems on which· they rest. 

But the dlstinction, in practice, between anti-Semitism 
and anti-Zionism, made by Gottwald and the New Times 
is spurious, threadbare so tar as they are concerned. The 
campaign against, the "homeless Cosmopolitans" in the 
USSR and the conduct of the Czech tri-ail gives the lie di
r-ect. Does one need the sensitive ear of a victim of race 
prejudice to: underst.and the significance of the following 
sequence in the. Prague courtroom? The defendant orr the 
stand is Benjamin Geminder, former chief of the Interna
tional Department of the Communist Party of Czechoslo
vakia: 

Prosecutor: "You never learned to speak decent Czech '!'" 
Geminder: "That's right." 
Prosecutor: "Which language do you speak usually'!" 
Geminder: "German." 
Prosecutor: "Can you reauy speak a decent German 1" 
Geminder: "II didn't speak German for a long time but I 
know the German language." 
Prosecutor: "As well as you know Czech 1" 
peminder:· "Yes." 
Prosecutor: "That means you speak no language decently. 
A typical Cosmopolitan!" 

Let us grant for a moment that there was imperialist
inspired, Zionist espionage in Czechoslovakia. I t is not 
theoretically excluded, but unlikely on the scale described 
in the Prague indictments, and moreover not proved in 
court. 'If 'such evidence existed why wasn't it prodl,lced in 
a way that it could be verified directly? Why weren't Zion
ist attorneys permitted to participate in the trial, to ex
amine the evidence, to cross-ex,amine the defendants and 
witnesses? Knowing the still fresh memories abroad of H it
ller's genocide agains~ the Jews, that was the very least 
Gottwald might have done if he was concerned about the 
stigma of a~ti-Semitism. 

That was what Lenin did ~o appease world Social Demo
cratic opinion- he invited Social Democ~atic attorneys 
to Moscow - during the trial of Mensheviks and SR's who 
a~tually engaged in a real plot which took its toll of r,eal 
yictims,among them Lenin himself who subsequently suc
cumbed from one of these assassin's b'ullets. And to further 
appease this working chtss opinion, the Soviet court com-
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muted the s'entences of the assassins whose guilt wa,s estab
lished beyond doubt. Gottwald, on the contrary, ordered 
the defendants hung w,ithout delay, on the theory, evident
ly, that dead men tell no tales. 

Far from weakening Zionism, ,the "anti-Zionism" of the 
Kremlin has str'engthened it immeasurably. Battening off 
Stalinist reaction, the Zionists .are once again seducing the 
Jewish youth with the lure that not Socialism but an im
peri.alist outpost in the Near Ea.st is their only hope, In Is
rael itself the strongest opponent of this policy, i.e., the 
Mapam party, is being demoralized and cut to pieces. 

The Problem of "Divided Loyalties" 
In the final apology of the Stalinists for their persecu

tions - that th~ Jews in the Soviet Union have "divided 
loyalties" - there is perhaps a grain of 'truth. The evi-, 
dence is strong that the Soviet Jews, like all other minority 
peoples in the USSR, are a disaffected, discontented na
tional grouping. One indication was the large and emotion
al demonstration which greeted Golda Myerson on her ap
pearance in Moscow in 1948 to open the Israeli legati0n 
there. 

The responsibility rests with the Stalin regime, not the 
Jewi,sh people. By its policy of Great Russian chauvinism. 
it turned the Jews from a people who cherished the gmat
'est hopes in a country that was moving toward socialism 
and where they saw assimilation as the solution to their 
problem, into a persecuted national minority. Stalin's rec
ord on the national question leaves no doubt on this score. 
Lenin on his deathbed broke off all personal relations with 
Stalin for his brutal treatment of the Georgian people. Sub
,sequently there have been constant purges in the Ukraine; 
Volga Germans, peoples of the Baltic and the Caucasus 
have been bodily uprooted from their homes and lands. 

Great Russian chauvinism has been carried to~uch ex
aggerations as to become the laughing stoc'k of the world 
at the same time that national minodtiesand their repre
sentatives have been subject to con.stant attacks for "bour
geois nationalism." The bureaucracy reacts to any form of 
autonomy as a mortal threat to itself. I t meets all oppo
sition with further and more brutal repressions. That was 
how it reacted to the demonstration for Golda Myerson. 
The Yiddi,sh language CP paper Einikeit, the Jewish pub,~ 
lishing house, "Emess," were shut down, the doors of the 
Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee were padlocke<;l, the dread 
purges began to the accompaniment of the savage cam
paign against "cosmopolitanism." Exactly the opposite of 
Lenin',s method which took great pa'ins to. satisfy all griev
:ances, going to the point in the case of the Finnish people 
~'f granting the right to ~cession. 

The consequence of Stalin's policy will be to drive in
numerable Jews in the world into the arms of. Zionism and 
world imperialism, just as his brutal Ukrainian policy 
drove millions of Ukrainians into the arms of the Nazi,s 
at the beginning of World War I I. Yet they, or anyone, 
who in anger again.st St,~din's barbarous methods joins the 
Eisenhower-Chiang Kai-shek-Franco anti-Communist cru~ 
sade would be making the same fatal' error the Ukrainians 
discovered they had made after joining Hitler. Stalin's 
cri,mes must not become McCarthy's victory. The task of 

settling accounts with Stalin cannot be farmed out to Ei~ 
senhO\\1er or Dulles, it is the duty of the working class ir;. 
.self wHch will achieve it in the course of remorseless strug
gle against world capitalism. 

Marxism and Stalinism 
We do not here have, the space to dwell at length upon 

the larger questions raised by the recent purges. \V,aldo 
Frank's assertion that this eruption of anti-Semitism is 
"implicit in communist doctrine" is as much a half-truth 
as the assertion that lepro.sy is implicit in the human or~ 
garfism. It is the' product of sp~cific objective circum'stances 
no.t of intrinsic factors, of the unforeseen line of evolution 
the struggle for socialitSm has taken. This is affirmed not 
only by the doctrine it'self, but by the ,liberating manner 
it was 'applied not O1l'ly by the leaders of the great October 
Revolution,. but even "in the warped revolution in Czecho ... 
slovakia itself. For this we have the testimony of B. G. 
Kratochvil, former Czech ambassador to Great Britain 
(1947-49) and to India (1949-51), now 'a refugee, who says 
that prior to'the trials in Czechoslovakia there were t< hard
ly any classical racial O'r economic forms of officiaD anti
semitism (although there were) many proofsof anti-Israeli 
and anti-Zionist attitudes." 

'Unfortun~Jely the beginnings of socialism emerged first 
in Russia which became a besieged fortress in a backward 
country surround~d by a hostile capit,aliost world. Its first 
extensions continued to encompass other underdevelGped, 
poverty-stricken a~as. Czechoslov,akia, and even Eastern 
Germany, Were far. more 'advanced but still too small and 
weak to set up an effective counter-current. This strength
ened all the rot and refuse inherited from the dyingoa.pi
talist world, but at the same time it confronted the bureau
cracy with a life and death struggle for its own existence 
again~t the rising progressive and revolutionary forces de
veloping internally. 

The tide, however, is now turning, and it is best at
tested by Dulles' doleful expression that not the So~iet 
orbit, but capitalism is being "encircled." The Kremlin is 
frightened by this historic turn because it now also sees 
itself faced with an encirclement, an internal "enCircle
ment" ,that will eventually spell its doom: with the fI.are
up of revolt that developed in Yugoslavia, with the un
manageable Chinese revolution, with the advanced 'workers 
of Czechoslovakia and Eas'tern Germany" with mounti~ 
criticism in the USSR itself. 

The ra~ial extremities of the new purges indicate that 
the bureaucracy is now reaching the last extremity in its 
struggle for survival. True, it is still capable of great dam
age, great reaction', great ignominy, but it must be remem
bered that it is now not at the 'beginning but at the be::-, 
ginning of the end of its career. The epoch of world re
action which brought it into being is now definitively ended. 
We live in the epoch of the great transformation, of that 
great clash between the masses of the world and imperial
ism, in the final showdown which will bring down capital
ism .andall of the diseased growths which it ha's spawned, 
including the monstrosity in the Kremlin. 

I 
I 

l 



The 19th Congress of the Russian C.P. 
By MICHEL PABLO 

The'main interest of the 19th Congress of the Russian 
Communist Party unquestionably lies in the facts it has 
provided about the situation in the USSR. 

These facts emerge directly or indirectly from the 
various reports presented to the Congress, as well as from 
some of the speeches of the delegates. Naturally, the 
statistics provided" by the Soviet leaders as well as the 
facts relating to them should be judged and interpreted 
critically. 

It can be said of statistics in general that "anything 
Can be done with them," and" the leaderships in bureaucratic 
regimes are past masters at this art. On 'the other hand it 
should not be forgotten that the facts in the reports relating 
to bureaucratic management of the economy, to th~ party 
regime, to the State and Soviet life' in general are presented 
by the topmost representatives of the Soviet bureaucracy 
who playa Bonapartist role within this bureaucracy. 

The image of Soviet society, of its problems and its 
reactions is inevitably incomplete, deformed, embellished 
in the form it is depicted by its representatives. But despite 
all their art of dissimulation and their deformation of the 
tl ue state of Soviet society; their documents, reports and 
speeches to the 19th Congress provide first-rate material fpr 
a critical discernment of several important aspects of the 
present, real situation in the USS R. 

It has been a long time since' such material on this 
question has appeared. We shaH see that the essential 
estimations which our movement makes on the USSR have 
once again been confirmed. 

Despite the obstacle of bureaucratic management, the 
relations of production /Which only the October Revolution 
made possible (the statification of al1 the means of produc
tion and planned economy) still cause an impressive riSE 
of the productive forces in the USSR. This contrasts ever 
more with the stagnation and decline of the productive 
forces in the capitaHst world taken as a whole. Thus the 
facts once again confirm the overwhelming superiority of 
these new forms of. production over capitalism. 

On the other hand, the noxious presence of bureaucratic 
management of the economic ,and administrative apparatus 
of the USSR penetrates into all the pores of its organism. 
In the economic sphere, the bureaucratic plague takes the 
form of theft ·and squandering of state property, the black 
market, sterilization of \he. productive spirit and of the 
productive capacities of the masses. 

On the political, social and cultural planes, the bureau
crati~ pljlgue takes the form of t~e police regime, bourgeois 
tendendes in -customs and thinking, formalism, academism 
and conformism in the arts. 

But in return, new generations are growing up in the 
USSR,on the soil of unquestiona1ble economic and cultural 
progress, generations who did not experience the defeats of 
the October generation who are thinking, criticising and 

fighting in face of the principal obstacle to the free develop
ment of the country: the bureaucracy. The bureaucracy 
is conscious of the danger. T~hey are trying to eliminate it 
both by concessions and by a tightening of their control 
over the masses. 

But the enti're world is now the active aren.a of the 
historic revolutionary process. The new revolutionary forces 
Jorming .rnd awakening in the USSR itself will not be 
a,lone for long. The)' are moving toward a junction with 
the forces of the advancing international revolution, and 
they will inevitably flatten the bureaucra~y. Let us see how 
~ critical study of the facts provided by the 19th Congress 
of the Russian CP illuminates all these points. 

Achievenlents and Dynamism of Soviet EcononlY 

a. Industry 
The war delayed "the development of our industry," 

Malenkov declared in his report, "from eight or nine years, 
that is, roughly for two five-year plan periods ... Post-war 
reorganization 'of industrial production was completed in 
its broad lines in the ,course of the year 1946." 

After that, industrial production inoreased rapidly at an 
annual average rate of about 20% to reach twice the 1940 
level (the last peace-time year) and around three times 
that of 1946. (What should be emphasized besides is the 
regularity of growth of production in the USSR as con
trasted with the spasmodic character of the development 
of production in the capitalist countries.) 

During this same period, the most dynamIC capitalist 
production -that of the United States - developed only 
30% in relation to 1946 to reach twice that of 1939 (the 
l,!st peace-time year) in 1951. (The rate was only around 
2% in France.) 

N aturaHy one can question the strict accuracy of the 
scope of this annual rate of increase of industrial production 
in the USSR. 

Last Maya convention on Soviet economic growth was 
organized by the Social Science ReSearch Council. Accord
jng to the specialists assembled the rate is not so high, but 
5-7% according to some and 12% according to others. But 
even if the latter figure is accepted as the average, the 
dynamism of Soviet economy is not thereby less impressive 
and contrasts with the gasping of capitalist economy in 
general. (This dynamism is now charac.teristic 'of all the 
"people's democracies" and of China. The annual rate of 
growth of production in these countries is far higher than 
that of the most dynamic capitalist countries.) 

The new fi ve-year plan of 1951-1955 provides for an 
average annual rate of around 12% for the production of 
all industry. "Such a rate of growth means that in 1955 
the volume of industrial production will triple in relation 
to 1940." (Malenkov) 
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In concrete figures the USSR now produces in the means 
of production 25 million tO'ns of pig iron. 27 million tons 
of rolled metal. 300 million tons of coal. 47 million tons of 
oil. 117 thousand million kilowatt hours of eler.tric Dower. 
The avera II ,volume of the production of the means of 
production has been doubled and in some hranches slIr
,passes that of 1940. 

"The 1952 outnut ie:; to be JOe:; f01l0WR: ovpr 5 thousand 
million mf'ters of cotton tpxtiles. or rOl1g-hlv 300;" more 
than in 1940~ nearly 190 million mAtprc:: of woolen fabric~. 
or roug-hly 60% lYlnre thfln in 1940; 218 million meters of 
siik fabrics. or 2.8 times the 1940 ontput: 250 million n.~;~·i) 
of leathpr footwear. or rou~h1y 20% morp than in 1940: 
125 miJ1ion pairs of rubber footwPR.r. or 80% more thAn 
W~~ turned out in 1940: over 3.300.000 tonf:! of sug-ar, or over 
flO% morA than in 1940; over 380,000 tons of dairy-pro
duced buttf'l" (leaving- out of a~col1nt the consider.qhl,. 
amount of home-made b1ltter), whi('h will bf! ovpr 700/" 
)'V101'(.> than the pre-war figure of dairy-produced butter." 
(Malenkov). 

These figures permit instructive comparisons an -I {'('in

clusions. Firc;;t, concerning the production of thf' "'M,'~ ~ "f 
production. For 210 million inhabitants of the USSR th" .. 

re'oresent roughly 40% of the corresnonding nr(viuct;()'1 (,f 

the United States j'n 1951 with a oopulation of 155' million * 
The gulf, and especially the RUZ! per capita, between the two 
countrie~ still remains very great. 

The \figures on production of articles of consumotion ar'" 
even more eloauent. Tn relation to the material and cultural 
level attained by the Soviet masses in 1940, progress in this 
sphere has been important. 

Production, of cotton textiles per capita has incrpa<:~d 
20% in relation to 1940; woolen fabrics more than 60% : 
paper more than 70%; electric power has mon' than 
doubled - also cement. The gulf however, including in 
the field of articles of consumotion, remainecl verv large 
in relatiO'n to the lev.eJ of the advanced capitalist countries. 

For example, in 1952 there wen~ still roughly 24 meters 
of cotton textile per capita in the USSR as ap.:ainst rOl.lP.'hlv 
60 meters in the United'States and 38.4 in Enaland in 1950: 
1.2 oairs of leather shoes annually against 3.3 nairs in the 
United States, 3 pairs in Great Britain and 2.5 pairs in 
France. 

The progress of Soviet industry is not confined to the 
constant growth of volume. It extends to the technical 
sphere of the perfecting of machines, their increase in 
quantity and models, parti.cuiarly of machine tools. 

This results in increased production which contributes 
to the hi~h rate of constant growth of production. (ACI::ord
inp,: to Malenkov, "From 1940 to 1951 productivitv of labor 
in industry increased by' 50%. During this period: 70% of 
the increase of ·industrial production was due to the raising 
of the productivity of labor.':) 

"The machine tool aggregate," Malenkov 'declared, 

'" USSR 1952 
Pi.r Iron 
~teel 
Coal 
Oil 

(in millionR of tons) 
211 
311 

300 
47 

(in billions of kw. hrs.) 
Elt'ctric power 117 

u.s. 1951 
64 
95.5 

52R 
307.5 

482.3 

"was increased 2.2 times (in relation 'to 1940) during this 
period by the addition of new, more' ·productive machines. 
I n the nast three years alone the Soviet engineerin~ in
nllstrv h1<.: nronuced about 1,600 new~ types of machines 
and mechanisms." 

If we take th~ aggrep.:ate figure of roughly 700,000ma
chine tools which the USSR had in 1940. we arrive :-It the 
fi~ur~ of 1.540.000 in 1952 as aqainst 1,772,000 in 1950 in 
the United States, and only 800,000 in Great Rrit~in. the
spcond. industrial power in the caoitaHst world! '(Reserv:1-
tions are however necessary on the way that the st:ltic;;tir. 
"machinf'c;;.machine tools, and mechanisms" is establisherl 
in the USSR.) • 

b. Agriculture an(J Livestock 
In the nnst-war neriod. Malenkov declared. tea n1rticu1.1T 

con('ern of thp nartv was to strf'ngfh~n the collective f:-lrm<; 
,nnzaniz:ltional1y and economically, to assist them in restor
inp' ,111d fllrther nevelooing their commonlv-owm~d economv 
;lnrl. on thi<; basis. to imorove the materi:1l well-hein rr of the 
collp.('tive fflrm neasantrv." (Malenkov's concern for the 
wPll-beinp' of thp neaS;:lntry does not nrevent him from 
vphempntlv attacking the sunnorters of the "aaro-C";t';ps" 
who "have forp'otten the nrincipal p'roduction tasks faci"fJ; 
the coHectiv~ farms and have put in the forefront suh
siniarv. narrow utiHhrian tasks, problems of amenities in 
the. collectiv~ farms.") 

At the present time tlthPre :Jre97 ()()(} am~lrtamatecl 

collective farms in<:tpad of 254,000 small collective farms 
as of January I, 1950." 

The ore-war ·level of agricultural orodur.tion haC\ hf'pn 
attained and snrnassed. The cultiv;:lten area for all agricul
tural cron in' 1952 suroasse~ by 5,300 non hectares the nrt>
war level. "In the currt>nt Year, 1952. the total prain 
harvest amounted to 8.000 million poons (one pood eauals 
;:Iround 36 thousand Ibs.) with the' tat a·) ·harvest of the mnc:t 
imoortant food C'ro~. wheat. 48% bigger thrln in' 1Q40" 
<'ccording to Malenkov. The 9.'ra,in P'fohlpm has been 
tlsolved succe<;sfully. solved O'nce and for alL" 

On thp other hand Soviet agricultnre has become auali .. 
tati7Jelv different.' differinp.: orofoundly from' the old, less 
pronllctive, extensive agriculture. 

tlWherea" the area under all agricultural crons in the 
USSR in 1952 j·s 1.4 times more than in 1913, the area un .. 
der grain crops having increa·sed 5 %, the area under in
dustrial, vegetable and melon crops has increased more than 
2.4. times and the area under fodder crops has increased 
more than ] 1 times." 

The mechahization of agricl1lture has increased con
siderably. tiThe aggregate horse power of the tractors 
belonging to machine and tractor stations' and state farms 
'has risen 59% above the pre-war level, that of harvester 
combines has risen 51 % .'" 

So far as livestock is concerned, long-horned cattle 
have surpassed (in 1(48) the 1940 level, as well as sheep 
(1950) and pigs (1952). 

Total production and production for sale of meat. milk, 
butter, eggs, wool and leather. has also surpassed the pre
war level in the USSR as a whole. 
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C.. CODlme.r:ce, Transportation, Communications 

During the post-war years the business figures for state 
and coopei'ative commCKe have been multiplied by 2.9, 
appr~ciably surpassing the pre-war leveL This is the result 
of increased industrial and agricultural production. 

So far as transportation is concerned, the weak point of 
Soviet e~onomy, no indices are given on the development 
of the railroad syst'em. We learn however, that in 1951 
there were 23,OOQ kilometers of navigable inland waterways 
in use more than in 1940. The only index on automobile 
transport is one stating that "the network of motor roads 
with improved surface has expanded by 3.1 times compared 
wi th 1940." 

The indices are just as vague ,concerning the telephone 
and telegraph system. "The radio-receiving network is at 
present nearly twice as 1a.rge as in 1940." 

Five.Year Plan Goals 1951·1955 
\Vhat are the goals aimed at by the fift,h five-year plan 

in ·the various spheres '-6f economy on the ba-sis of this 
achievement of Soviet economy in 1952? 

J ndustry: The production of the means of production is 
to increase around 80% and the production of articles of 
consumption roughly 65 %. The total of industrial pro
duction tq increase roughly 70% as against 1950. To ap
proximately double state- investments in industry as against 
1946-50. In the pr0'duction of the means of production, spe
cial emphasis ils placed on the production ,of hydrauli£ tur
bines (780%) and steam turbines (230%), on big machine 
t00'ls for metal cutting (260% )and equipplent for the oil 
industry (350%), finally steam boilers (270% ).The em
phasis in the production of articles of consumption ils placed 
on cement (220%), meat (92%) and preserves (210%). 

Agriculture, livestock.: Increase in total'ctop - from 40 
to 50% for grain, from 55 to 65 % for raw cotton, from 40 
to 50% for linen fibers, from 65 to 70% for sugar beets, 
from 4.0 to 45 % for potatoes. 

I ncrea-se in the production of fodder: From 80 to 90 % 
for hay, triple or quadruple tubers, root stalks, and double 
silage. 

Increase from 18 to 20% long-horned cattle, sheep from 
60 to 62%, pigs from 45 to '50%, hor'ses from JO to 12%. 
Multiply the number of poultry by 3 or 3.5 %, the produc
tion of wool by 2 or 2.5 %, the production of eggs by 6 to 
7%. 

Comrnerce, transportation, cmnmunications: Increase in 
retail state and cooperative trade of roughly 70%. Build 
new railroad lines at a ratio two and a half times greater 
than in 1946-1950. Build and 'rebuild around 50% more 
paved roads than in 1946-1950. Double the length of inter
urban telephone and telegraph cable. 

SOBle General Remarks 
The geographic distribution of industry has changed 

sinte 1940 with the increasing industrialization of. the Vol
ga Basin and of the Ural, Siberian, Far Eastern and Kazak
histan areas and of the Central Asian. Republics. ((n his 
speech Beria tried to point up the development of these 
areas in comparison with those of the most developed cap-

italist countries - France, Italy, Belgium, Holland - and 
of countries like India, Pakistan, Iran, etc. He demonstrat
ed that the rate of industrial and agricultural development 
in several br'anches of these areas very considerably sur
passes that of the corresponaing rate in capitalist countri\~s 
and their dependents. 

The total volume of industrial production in these areas 
has tripled.in relation to 1940. The new five-year plan 
maintains and accentuates this tendency which is extended 
to Transcaucasia and to the Baltic countries. The weak 
points of Soviet economy taken as a whole remain transpor
tation and construction in which there is s.till a seriolls 
housing crisis. On the other hand the pre-war crisis in the 
:sphere of foodstuffs and clothing is in the process of dis
'appearing through the progress made in the production of 
grain, meat, fats, cottor), wood, leather. (Malenkov rec
ognized "that there is still a generally acute housing short
age." The number of buildings and houses constructed re
mains small especially if the extensive destruction caused by 
the war along with productivity in building - which has 
increased only 36% as against 19-+0 - is taken into con
sideration.) 

However, even discounting complete fulfillment in 1955 
of the aims set by the fifth five-year plan, total industrial 
production in the USSR will only be around 70% of pres
ent production in the United States. The gulf is even great
er per capita in the sphere of means of production as W*~Il 
as in articles of consumption. 

It can be seen that we are still far from not only "ma
terial abundance" but merely a level comparable to that of 
the more developed capitalist countries. That, consequent
ly, 'qot only will the USSR in 1955 not be on the threshold 
of "going over from socialism to communism" but even 
far from having attained a tr'ulysocialist economy, which 
presupposes a considerably. higher level than that oJ the· 
most advanced capitalist countries. 

Defects of Bureaucratic Managelnent. 
Of Soviet Economy 

The bureaucracy tries to project its own image on the 
canvas it 'periodically paints of ,the economy and of Soviet 
life in general. First, its statistical technique is such that it 
never permits a breakdown of the real distribution of na
tional revenue among the different social' categories of So
viet society and the (eal share of well-being ambng the 
workers, the peasants and the bureaucracy itself. 

During the period from. 1940 to 1951 the national rev .. 
ellue af the USSR increased by 83%. "Three-fourths wer'e 
placed at the disposal of tht! toilers - the remainder to 
enlarged production and 1'0 satisfy other needs of the state 
and of society." Blit in Malenkov's vocabulary the term 
toiler embr'aces bureaucrats, workers and peasants. No in
dication is given of the relative share of eaGh of the~ cat ... 
egories. 

ThLls the exact social equivalel1l was and remains the 
most difficult element to determine. But the bureaucracy. 
however, is not successful in completely effacing from its 
reports the misdeeds of its management of the economy and 
the state. Defects on such a scale would be unthinkable if 
there were a genuine democratic control of the economy by 
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the masses, the workers and technicians of the factori~$, 
the peasants and technicians of the collective farms. 

Squandering, Theft, and Damage 
Of Collective Property 

In 1951. Malenkov declared, t'Losses and unnroductive 
expenditures in establishments of national sie:n ificance to
talled 4900 million rubles, including 3,000 million due to 
spoilage." 

Also in 1951, ((the overhead expenses in building in ex
cess of estimates amounted to' mQre than 1.000 million 
rubles and instead of a, planhed profit of 2900 million 
rubles, the construction organizations iAcurred in that year 
a loss of 2500 million rubles." 

In agrkulture, Hagricultural machinery is prematurely 
worn oul and considerable excess expenditure on· the repair 
of machines is inclIrred." "Mismanagement has not yet 
been done away with in many machine and tractor stations 
of collective farms and state farms." Harvesting is often 
ttbelow plan" which ttresults in hig losses." The preserva
tion of collective farm property" is orgarized in a Hdefect
ive" manner, the care of livestock is ttbad." 

Losses and unproductive expenditures are Hequally 
great" in transportation, the overhead expense of storing, 
preserving and transporting agricultural products Hare too 
high as are the general costs of the commercial organisms," 

FinaIly' Hadministrative expenses are still too high." 
The "excessive expenditure of materials, money and labor 
resources observed in all branches. of the national economy, 
indicates that many executives have forgotten the neeq for 
exercising the economy that they do not 'concern them
selves with the rational and economical expenditure of 
state funds ... anq:i that the party 'organizations do not 
notice these shortcomings a~d do not correct these exe
cutives." 

In conclusion, there are many wasteful bureaucrats and 
there is no control from below, the only contror.being that 
of "the ministr'ies," that is, the bureaucracy itself. Malen
kov also points out that the execution of the plan in in
dustry is often hindered and falsified by a volume of total 
production ,which does not correspond to the articles de
manded py the state nor to the quality demanded for these 
articles. : 

To fiil their quotas, many enterprises replace "the pro .. 
duction of certain articles by others or turn' Qut ttlarge 
quantities of inferior' goods." HDissimulation" and the ICfal
sifying of results of work" characterize "certain leaders." 
Others make'''exaggerated (demands) for investments and 
raw materials" which do not dotrespond to the real produc
tion of their enterprises within the plan. These "exaggerat
ed demands" obviously feed "the black market." 

Malenkov recognizes that in agriculture "there are still 
instances of collective farm property being squandered, 
and of other violations of the Rules of -the Agricultural 
Artel. Some workers in Party" Soviet and agricultural 
bodies instead of guarding the interests of the collective 
farm common enterprise themselves engage in pilfering col
lective farm property, 'flagrantly violate Soviet laws, en
gage in arbitrary .practices and commit lawless acts in reo:
lation to' ,collective farms," 

tlMany leade"rs," forget in general, tlthat t~'c enterprises 
confided to their charge and management belong to the 
state and try to transform them into their pr'operty." Manv 
leaders lack tChonesty and sincerity toward the state and 
the party," have their own discipliAe distinct from that Df 

the Hrank and file," and in general show a series of char
acteri.stics far removed from Hthe new Soviet man," the 
"socialist man." 

We have little difficulty in recognizing throughout these 
tlcriticisms" the portrait of the bureaJ,lcrat, arrogant toward 
his subordinates, deceiving to his superiors, wasting, thiev
ing, brazenly squandering puplic property. (We can only 
mention some of these ltcriticisms" in this article. The mis
deeds of disorganization and confusion caused by the bu
reaucratic administration of the economy are abundantly 
illustrated in Malenkov's report as well as in speeches hy 
the delegates. Bureaucratic pressure for production Dn the 
other hand leads both to strengthening -the resistance Df the 
workers and'to the ltdishonesty"'of the leaders toward th~ 
state and the party by the tactic of false accounts they are 
obliged to present to avoid penalties.) 

State, . Party, Culture 
ttThe enemies and vulgarizers of Marxism," Malenkov 

forcefully stated, ltadvocated the theory, most harmful to 
our cause, of the weakening and withering away of the So·· 
viet state in conditions of capitalist encirclement." The 
par~y Hsmashed and rejected' this rotten theorv" and hac; 
arrived at the opposite conclusion, that t'in conditions when 
the socialist revolution has been victorious in one country 
while capitalism dominates in a majority of others, the 
cDuntry where the revolution h;IS triumphed must not weak
en, but strengthen its state to' the utmost." 

Marx and Lenin are among the Henemies and. vulgar
izers of Marxism." Malenkov now uses the term It sur-
rounding," speaking besides of the' fact that the USSR 
is no longer alone in the world and emphasizes as do Stalin 
and other speakers the rupture of the endrclement i1% fact 
since the last war, but does not draw any adequate con
clusion 'so far as the state is concerned. 

If the Heconomic base of (our) state has expanded and 
consolidated," if Hfriendly collaboration between the work
ers, peasants and intellectuals who compose Soviet society 
has 'been further knitted together,'" and if imperialist en
circlement has been attenuated, the State should be dis
appearing at ~east a little instead of being Hstrengthened 
to the utmost." 

Malenkov glorifies the specific apparatus of coercion 
(a coercion exercised primarily internally) which is the 
State and prepares the ttpassa"ge to communism" In the 
USSR flanked by a more powerful GPU than ever! (Malo: 
enkov speaks specificaIly Hof the organisms of security and 
information" which should be further strengthened tlby 
all means.") This crying contradiction would alone suffice 
to' negate the picture of Ha friendly collaboration of work
ers, peasants and intellectuals who compose Soviet society" 
and in which the bureaucracy is non-existent. 

In the reports on the party by Malenkov and by Krut
~hey, the emphasis is placed both on the n~ed of reviving 
tlself-criticism and criticism frDm below" as well as on "dis-
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,intin"," ann on ItJ()V::lltv" tow""rt fhp sJat~ anrt thp n;:tytv. 
Thl1" H0n,:;:tn;1rt ist tons of thp hllYP;ll1rr:1CV ;1 rp trving to 
hnth c11rh thp. evrpssps of hllrp;l11r1"::Iti,m whirh p,f'r::lnops 

the mllSSPS fmm th", n:lyt" anri nllshps thpT11 into indiffpr
enif>. to Tpfllrhie;h th¥" lp(lnership in their eyes, and to take 
a firm.er hold on the party. 

Widespread corruption in bureaucratic rirdes app('ar~ 
dangerolls both as to the proper working of the ('conomy 
:lnd the administrative app:uatus, and because of its com
promising effects for the whole of the bureaucracy with 
regard to the masses. 

The lengthy tirades in both reports on these .Questions 
ar'e not mere rhetorical 'exercises. Thev correspond to a 
threatening obiective reality against which the bureaucratic 
tops of the bureaucracy is reacting in its own way. What 
should be particularly noted in this part of JVIalenkQv's 
report ~s the passage which confirms the existence and ac'· 
tivity of a cons,cious political opposition in the USSR, rc
cruiting among the elements of the ncw generation. :"limat
cd by elements havin'g belonged to the Left Oppo:>iti·OIl, 
the Zinoviev and Bukharin groups in the past. 

"PooDle alien to us, all typ-es of elements from the dregs 
of anti-Leninist gro-ups smashed by the Party, seek to- lay 
their hands on tho-se sectors of ideological work which for 
one reason or other are neglected by Party organization:~ 
and where Party leadership and influence have weakened, 
in order to utilize these sectors for dra2'dnsr in' thl'ir line 
and reviving and spreading various kinds of noo-Marxist 
'viewpoints' and 'coriceptio-ns.'" 

Speaking of culture, Malenkov complains about "me
diocrity, the absence of ideological content, the distor-

t;(\n,," w},:,..h 1"},::1 ... ~ttl"r;7p. ",~"" l;t",y;:tyV :1nn ",.t;~t;c wO'rks 
in tht> T jC::C::R, Thp c:inpm;:l, n;1;ntinp-. (lftpn thf> 11 (lvpl ,do 
P(\t ;llw;1v" r(\rrp'nonrl "t(\ th", irlt>()1()P-ir;11 ~nrl rll1tllr~1 lev
el (\f tht> C::()v,ptm::ln" whirh "is inr()mn~y::lhlv hiohpf." 

l\tT;'l lpn tr()v in~irt" thp writpye; (Inri thp (lfti"tc; ;'lnn fpipns 
to ign(lye the real ClUSf"" of academism. IW7.antinism whi~h 
fYf'I1'cr:-.ll \! char:)ctcri7{"' I itrrarv and art istic nrndllct ion in 
th,... USSR: the nolice ;1nd hUff':lllrratic political regime 
which rem()V~ the nossibility of free creation from the 
writpys and the artists. 

Malenkov is not content with works th~t deoict a Soviet 
Ii fp "without contrllclictions," flat as a cokwpd postal carel. 
,without humor ann satire. He cripe; out: "\Ve need Soviet 
Cogols and Schedrins whose scorching satire would burn 
011t all that is negative. decaving and moribul1d. every
thing that acts as a brake on our march onward." 

But in that case it would be necrs"ar'v to h)lrn out, to 
eliminate the bureaucrac'V. It is thrv who brake "the move
ment onw<1lrd" ~lT1d who terrorize the 'Gogols. . 

T1he "official" art and cu'lture of hure:lllcratic and police 
rf'gimes were always formalist. academic and byzantine: 
The satire of the Gogols, non-official art, which blossoms 
in illegality against the prev;Jiling regime. has contributed 
its part to overthrowing it. There should be no doubt that 
ollie of the forms which the· struggles of the new generations 
in the USSR against the bureaucracv will take will be 
that of art, literature and science. Malenkov will have his 
Gogols, his Goyas. Daumicrs and his Galileos. They are 
already beginning to make their way. 

December 12, 1.952. 

Negro ~Progress': What the Facts Show 
By GEORGE BREITMAN 

. Two main camps, broadly speaking, are engaged in a 
struggle for the leadership of the anti-Jim Crow move
ment in the United States. One camp, temporarily domi
nant, stands for Itgradual refonn" through class collabora
tion; it includes most labor and Negro leaders,' practically 
all capitalist 'liberals and some capitalist conservatives. The 
othercamp, whose direct influence is' much weaker, stands 
for radical ,change through militant class struggle; its chief 
organized expression is the Marxist movement, although 
brge numbers' of Negroes and workers sympathize with 
'some or many of ,its practical conclusions. 

The reformist camp takes this position: "We deplore 
Jim Crow and want to eliminate it. We believe that this 
can be done, and should be don., within the framework of 
capitalism and the two-party system. The way to achieve 
progress is not by antagonizing those who control the COlm

try, but by persuading them that Jim Crow is harmful, un
just and unnecessary. The facts show that our approach 
is correct because the Negro has steadi'ly been making re
markable gains in all spheres of AmeriCan'life. Let us not 
be~ome ,impatient and throwaway the method' that has 

been tested an.d proved successful. Let us continue to work 
as we have been doing, more energetically of course, and 
through peaceful coHaboration, appeals. to reason ~nd will
ingness to compromise we' will gradually but surely solve 
the problem." 

The revolutionary camp takes this position: "The only 
way to make progress against Jim Crow is by fighting 
tooth and nail against those who profit by it, the capitalist 
class, just as the only way to end Jim Crow is by removing 
its fundamental cause, the capitalist system. \Vhatever last
ing gains the Negro people have made in the 20th century 
were won through struggle in alliance ,with other progres
sive sections of the population, particularly the working 
class, and not by collaboration with the capitalist benefi
ciaries of Jim Crow; and that is how future gains will be 
made. too. We deny that th~ economic gains of recent 
years are substantial, or that they will necessarily be per
mane'1t, or that they automatically signify further gains, 
or that they prove the correctness of the reformist program. 
To win the maximum gains possible under capitalism, and 
to abol ish Jim Crow, we need new methods, a new leader-
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ship and a new party based on the labor and Negro move
merits."* 

New Bible for Reformers 
As can be seen, part of the controversy revolves around 

th~ extent and nature of recent gains by' the Negro people. 
Since the end of World War II therdormists have talked 
about !}jttle else, for this is their strongest debating point. 
Now they have a Bible too - :a r~port entitled "Employ
ment and Economic Status of Negroes in the United States," 
prepared for the Senate Subcommittee on Labor and La
bot-Management Relations and, published on Nov. 20. 
1952. The air has been thick since then with claims thAt 
need to be examined. 

An introductory note. in the report says: "From all the 
information. brought. together, two general facts seem to 
emerge. The first is that in almost every 'significant eeo-
nomic and social characteristic that ~. can measure - in~ 
cluding ,length of ,life, education, employment and income 
- our Negro -citizens, as a whole, are less well off than our 
white citizens. The second is' that in allmost every char
acteristic the differences between th~ two groups have nar
rowed in recent years." (The second, naturally, was select ... 
ed for priority and ,the main emphasis in the headlines. 
news stories and editorial· comment of most of the capital ... 
ist press.) , 

In our opinion, the first of thesegen~ral conclusions, 
whose truth no one can. deny, is the, more important 'of the 
two. The program of gradual reform has had 8 th decades 
sinte the Civil} War to show what it dn do and yet 1950 
found the Negro "le~s "-'iell off" than the white - and that, 
is ah extreme understatement, as the statistics will show. 
Nevertheless, since the reformists claim that the decade 
1940-50 marked such an ac~eleration of Negro ptogress that 
their policies have been vindicated, it is 'necessary to ex
amine the statistics supplie,d in the report with a view to 
determining what changes took place in the status of the 
Negro people during that decade, and what their implica
tion's are for the futu're. ** 

* The most complete exposition of the Marxi'st position 
will be found in the Socialist Workers Party resolution, "Ne
gro Liberation through Revolutionary Socialism," Fourth In
ternational, May-June, 1950. 

** Our use of the data in the report does not mean we en
dorse or accept them. Statistics are not correct merely because 
they are offici,al. These ,!ere prepared for the .. Senate sub
committee by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, publisher of. the 
~ost-of-1iving index which is notorious for its anti-labor bias. 
Their main source ,js the Bureau of the' Census, whose studies 
admittedly are often incomplete and, because of inadequately
trained census-takers, inexact. Furthermore, the Bureau of the 
Census some~imes· changes its definitions so that cQmparisons 
between two census·es may be based 'on different things (for 
example, the 1950 census defines "family" in ~uch a way as 
to exclude four million persons included in 1940). Victor Perlo, 
in an article "Trends in the Economic Status of the Negro 
People" (Science & Society, Spring, 1952) demoJlJStrated that 
certain census figures are misleading and different from those 
of other government agencies. Consequently there is good rea." 
son to believe that the statistics in the report give a rosier 
picture in many details than Feality ,warrants. 

Table ) - Median wage and salary incom~ of persons 
with wage and salary income, 1939 and 1947-50.* 

Nonwhite 
as 

a percent 
Year Nonwhite White of White 
1939 $ 364 $ 956 38% 
1947 863 ,1,980 44 
1948 1,210 2,323 52 
1949 1,064- 2,.350 45 
1950 1,295 2,481 52 

Acrording to Table I, the average wage. of the em
ployed Negro rose'from $364 in 1939 to $1,295 in 1950, 
an increase of $931. This is less than the average increase 
oithe employed white in the same period, $1,525. But 
since the, Negro's wage in "the base year ,( 1939) was so 
much lower than that of the white, his sma'IIer increase in 
dollars works out as a bigger increase in percentages. In 
1939 the Negro's wage represented 38% of the white's,in 
1950 it represented 52%. Thus this table shows a relative 
gain of 14 % for the Negro in the period considered. 

This 14% figure is the most impressi-~e in the entire 
report. The table on average life expectancy shows a rela
tive. gain of only 5 % for Negro men and 8% for Negro 
women in the last 30 years; the table on education shows 
a relative gain of 6% for the Negro from 1940 to 1950; and 
the tables on occupatiol)al status vary too much from in
dustry to industry and between the sexes to permit an exact 
estimation.** Most of this article, therefore, will be con
cerned with an evaluation of the maximum change hailed 
by the reformists, the 14% figure on wage income. 

* In a number of places the report uses tables on "median" 
income but refers to them in the text fl>s "average" income. 
Similarly most of the data in its tables concern "nonwhites" 
but the text uses the term "Negro." ("Since Negroes comprise 
more than '95% of the nonwhite group, the data for nonwhite 
persons as a w. })ole reflect predominantly the characteristics of 
Negroes.") In both cases thi,s article follows the us'age of the 
report in tables 'and text. 

** Average life expectancy at birth: In 1919-21 the figure 
for male Negroes was 84% of that for male whites (47.1 years 
to 56.3 years); in 1949 it had become 89% (58.6 years for male 
Negroes to 65.9 years fpr male whites), Thus male Negroes 
gained 2 years more than male whites and still lag behind by 
over 7 years - a relative gain of 51%. For females, in 1919-21 
the fig~re. for Negroes Was 80% of that for whites (46.9, years 
to 58.5 years) ; in 1949 it had become 881% \ (62.9 y~ars for 
Negroes to 71.5 years'for whites), Thus female Negroes gained 
3 years more than female whites and still lag behind 8~ years 
- a relative gain of 8%. 

Median schyol years completed by persons 25. years old 
and over: In 1940 the school attendance record of Negroes 
was 5.7 years, while that' of whites was 8.7 years. In 1950 the 
figure was 7 years for Negroes, 9.7 yeal"s for whites. The 
change was from 66 % to 72%, a relative gain of 6%. 

Occupational shifts: The report sums this· up as follows: 
" ... the highest proportions ·of Negro, workers continue to be 
found in the lower-paying and l,ess-skilled occupations, such as 
service workers and laborers. Comparatively low propo~tions 
are· found in the profes.sional, technical~ managerial, clerical, 
sales, and craftsmen occupations. However, the shift of Negroes 
into better.-paying occupations and more skilled occupations, 

I 
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Most of the comparisons in the report are between 
]940 and ]950 - 10 years, not II as in the wage income 

'table. This a't once ,raises a question: Why did the govern
me'nt statisticians omit the 1940 figures, which are avail
able, and use the 1939 figures instead? It may help us to 
note ,here that if we compare the 10 year period 1939-49, 
we fjnd a relative' gain of 7% - 'only one-half the gain 
sho~n for the]] year period. Could it' be that a comparison 
of ] 94.0 and ] 950--':'" the standard procedure in most of the 
tables, we repeat ---:- would show a much' less imposing rela
tive gain than the ]4% shown for 1939 .. 50? The com
pi'lers. of the report will have to answer that question. 
Meanwhile, we see how greatly the' final result can be 
changed by a slight alteration in tne years picked for com
parison, and we should be put on our' guard by the ar
hitrarin.ess' of the -choice made in this table. 

That leads liS directly toa mllch more basic objectIon: 
Comparisons of this kind have ol1'ly a limited vallie unless 
they are accompallied by an understanding of the specific 
conditions that prevailed in the different years compared. 
(How useful for example, are figures comparing agricul
tural production in two different years if you don't know 
that one of them was a drought year?) We must know in 
what respects the economic situation of 1939 resembled that 
of 1950, and in what respects they differed. Otherwise we 
are in no position to 'evaluate the 14% figure or the im
pression" fostered by the report, that it establishes a gen
eral trend. 

The 1930's were the years of the great depression; de
spite some relative recovery around the middle of the dec
ade there was another recession in 1937 and unemployment 
was'still heavy in 1939 (averaging 9112 million). It may 
be asked: What significance does that have for our study 
- didn't unemployment affect whites as we1'I. as Negroes? 
Of course it did, but not proportionally - the percentage 
of unemployment was much higher among Negroes. Then 
it may be asked:, But what difference does that make in 
considering Table I, which gives average incomes only of 
the employed? I t makes plenty of difference: The de
pression not only produced proportiona'lly greater unem
ployment among Negroes, it also reduced the average in
come, of those Negroes who managed to get or keep jobs 
proportionally more than th~ income of employed whites. 
This resulted from two factors: discrimination against Ne
groes in hiring, and the depression-born practice of re
placing Negroes with whites in the better-paid of the so
called "Negro jobs." T,hus we have good reason to' be'lieve 
that so far as income went, the Negro was relatively, as 
well !s absolutely, worse off in 1940 (or 1939) than he was 
in 1930. 

Now we cannot prove that statistically because, for 
some reason, the report does not give 1930 fi9ures on Ne
gro and white income (a'lthough it supplies 1930 figures 
in many other, tables). Nevertheless there is evidence 
strongly supporting our conclusion that Negro income fell 
relatively during the 1930's - statistics' on 'employment 

accelerated during the war years, has in general been main
tained." This latter statement is true only as a ge'neralization; 
while gq.ins made during the war were maintained in some of 
the better jobs, they were lost in others. 

(not contained in the report) .,\Ve take the figures on man
ufacturing because this was among the best-paid employ
ment open to Negroes. In 1930, Negroes made up 7.3 % 
of all employees in manufacturing. By 1940. the figure had 
fallen to 5.0% ~. a drop of almost one-third. According 
to the final report.of the Fair Employment Pra'ctices Com
mittee in 1947,' the] 940' figure was even lower than tl1at 
of 1910, which }Vas 6.2%! 'In other words, 1939 was not 
a "no'rmal" year for Negroes in relative employment or in 
relative income, but, represented the lowest point reached 
in both fields in at least 10 and possibly 20' or 30 years. 

Consequently, the 14% relative gain computed by,us-, 
ing 1939 as the base .year does not show the overall wape 
trend but a . temporary fluctuation. What ~ctuaIl.Y hap
pened in 1939-50 was that the Negro recovered some of the 
ground lost in the depression. (I-I is proportion in manufac: 
hIring rose from 5.1 % in ]940 to 6~8% in 1<}50 - which 
wlas :still below the figure in 1930.) Was the Negro rela
tively better off in income in ]<}50 than in 1930? The gov
ernment will have to release the ] 930 statistics befdre we 
c~ui answer that question with certainty. If he was relative
ly better off in 1950 than 1930, how much? Again the an
swer will have to await the release of the statistics, but one 
thing is sure - the figure will be much less than 14%. 

Whatever else l1ablel does, it does not show the over
all wagetrendof recent tim~s. A comparison of 1930 (when 
the depression was just beg'inning}w:ithI950 (when em
ployment was high) would provide a far more accurate 
picture of the over-a'lI trend than this table (\yhich is based 
on comparison of 'a depression year with 'a year of relative 
prosperity). 

Having filled in the background that is needed to assess 
the relative gains shown d'uring the ] 94.o's, we must now 
seek an ~xplariation for those gains. A good place to begin 
is with data on shifts in the population. 

Shifts in Population 

Tab]e 2 - Poputation by urban-rura'l residence, 1920-50 
(in thousands) ~* 

NONWHITE WHITE 
Percent Percent 

Year Urban Rural Urban Urban Rural Urball 
1920 3,685 7,205 34% 50,62'0 44,201 53% 
1930 5,395 7,094 43 63,560 46,727 58 
]940 6,451 7,004 48 67,973 50,242 58 
1950 9,389 6,092 61 86,639 48,576 64. 

Another table" which we shall not reproduce here, l(re_ 
veals the shift of the Negro population, during this wartime 
decade (1940-50), from Southern to Northern, Central and 
Western States. A resulting decline in the number and pro
portion of Negroes in the popUlation occurred ,in the South
ern States of West Virginia, Georgia, Kentucky, Alabama, 
Mississippi, Arkansas and Oklahoma. The Middle Atlantic, 

* A different definition of "urban" was used in 1950 than 
in 1940. With the old definition, the total urban population 
would have been 8 million smaUer. For our purpose we will 
a'ssume, t.hat the change in definition does not affe~t the relative 
result. 
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East North Central, and Pacific States had the most ap
preciable increases in their Negro population, and the per
centage increases for Negroes far exceed those of the white 
population. Michigan's· Negro popuiJation more than dou
bled, while its white population increased only 17 %. In 
California the Negto population increased 116%, compared 
with a 50% increase, among whjtes." Other data deaJing 
with population shifts, in the big cities show heavy in": 
creases, especiaNy in non-Southern cities. -rhese figures 
firmly establish the shift in large numbers of Negroes from 
·farm to city or town and out of the South and the fact that 
proportionally this shift was greater amo~g Negroes 'than 
whites in the last decade. 

Simultaneously came a shift in the proportion of people 
emp!loyed in agriculture: 

Table 3 - Percent dis~ribution of employed, men and 
women in agriculture, March ,1940 and April 1950. 
Male Nonwhite Male White Female No,:i\white Female White 
1940 19;0 1940 1950 1940 19'50 1940 1950 
41.7 25.2 21.5 15.3 16.1 10.7 2.4 3.1 

These figures show that on the whole the proportion of 
the employed Negroes who were engaged in agriculture 
dropped much more' than that of whites similarly em
ployed, in the period under examina'tion. 

The greater urbanization and proletarianization of Ne
groes,shown in Tables 2 and 3 are a fact of tremendous 
economic, political and sociological importanc7. but here 
we want to'discuss only their effects on relative incomes. 

To begin with, wages are higher in the North and West 
than in the South; _ a steel, worker who moves from Ala
bama to Pennsylvania gets higher wages for, the same work. 
Similarly, wages are higher in urban than rural areas; a 
tenant farmer, or sharecropper who moves to the city and 
becomes a factory worker a'Iso gets higher wa,ges. Since 
more Negroes migrated relatively than whites, the Negro's 
relative incoine would, have risen as a result of his migra-
1ion even if wage rates for all occupations had remained 
labsolutely stationary during the last decade. Consequently 
one part (maybe evep the major part) of the 14% relative 
gain is due solely to the existence of wage differentials be
tWleen urban and rural a(eas and between North and South, 
and hot to a narrowing of Negro-white wage differentials 
within any of these areas. 

llhe migrations enable us to judge the validity of the 
14% figure as a guide to relative changes not in wages but 
in rea,l income during the) ast decade: 

1. Not only wages but living costs are higher in urban 
and non-Southern areas. Negroes 'migrated more than 
whites, so this factor affected them more. In term), of real 
.income or purchasing power, therefore, the relative gain 
must have been less than 14%. 

2. Many people employed on the land receive part of 
their income "in kind" (board, lodging, produce). But 
.this part of the income of the 1939 farmer who became a 
worker by 1950 is not included in the Table I figures, ana 
'so the increase in his real income is not actually as great 
as those figures-would indicate. Since Negro urbanization 

was proportionally higher than white urbanization, this 
points to the need for making another reduction in that 
14% figure. 

3. The !Iast decade was marked by inflation, w.hich 
strikes at the living standards of both whi'tes and Negroes 
but always hits the lowest-income groups the hardest (who 
must spend more of their incomes on food and other, ne
cessities which have risen most in price). Since Negro wage 
income is shown to be only 52 % of that of the whites at 
the end of the decade, this means that the Negro's real 
standard of living (as distinct from money income) was 
adversely affected by inflation more than that of the white, 
and that in terms of rea'l income the 14% figure must be 
reduced further.* 

"Progress" in the Last Decade 
Next we turn attention to what, happened to relative 

income witbin the last decade because it throws clearer light 
on the causes for the change in the decade as a whole and 
at the same time further refutes claims about the "steadi
ness" of Negro progress. Table 1 has already shown that 
the Negro's relative wage suddenly 'fe'll 7 % in the single 
year 1948-1949, with the beginning of the, depression that 
was staved off only by increased cold war arms spending. 
But there are other statistics in the report that are even 
more illuminating: 

Table 4 - Median money income of familit!s, 194.5 and 
1947-50. 

Nonwhite 
as 

a percent 
Year Nonwhite White of Whit~ 
1945 $1,538 $2,718 57% 
1947 1,614 3,157 51 
1948 1,768 3,310 53 
1949 1,650. 3,232 51 
1950 1,869 3,445 54** 

Table 4 indicates that the high point in the' relative gains 
did not come at ,the end of the decade but in the middle, 
when the figure reached 57 %, "a comparative !level that 
has, not yet again been 'reached in recent years," as the re
port states. This loss of 3 % among Negro families as a 
whole from 1945 to 1950 was even exceeded atnonK urban 
Negro families which fell from 67% to 58% between 1945 
and 1949 (1950. figu~es for this category are not supplied). 

Causes ,for the Changes 
Now we have the clues to the two main causes of tbe 

changes of the last decade. One was the mechanization of 

* Perlo (previous ,citation), for example, offers Census 
figures to show that in this decade average rents for Negro 
famiUes rose 150% while those of whites rose 610/0, and that 
even in absolute terms of dollars Negro renta1s rose mo.re 
than white on the average. 

** The difference between this 1950 percentage for family 
income (54%) and the 1950 percentage for individual wage and 
salary income (52%) can be explained as follows: In Negro 
families more members, especially married women, are work
ing than in white families. 
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agriculture, which drove many peop:le off the land, es
pecially in the South, and gave an added impetus to the 
migrations arid urbanization. The other was the war needs 
of the capitalist class, which erased the unemployment prev
alent at the beginning of the decade. The requirements of 
war, and structural changes in the agricultural economy -
these were the primary factors responsible for whatever 
relative gain may have taken place,' and they operated in
dependently of the will of the reformists and of the needs 
of the masses, white or Negro. 

When We call these the primary factors we don't mean 
that they were the only ones. The Negro people themselves 
intervened effectively at many points. It was they who 
pulled up stakes and moved to new areas (often against 
the advice of timid leaders who feared that migration to 
the cities would pro,:oke anti-Negro riots). It was they who 
won concessions by independent action, by struggles inside 
the plants where they broke down some of the barriers to 
upgrading and hiring, and by struggles outside the plants 
through organizations like the March on Washington Move
ment whose threats to undertake, militant mass action did 
more to win a wartime FEPC o;der from Roosevelt than 
all ~he efforts of the reformists combined. It was the labor 
movement, acting mainly in self-defense to be sure, that 
saw to it that the newly-migrated Negro workers were paid 
the prevailing wage scales, more or less, in the plant's un
der union -contract. 

We have no wish to minimize these other factors - on 
the contrary - because these struggles -confirm the basic 
outlook of the Marxists, not the reformists; our aim here 
is rather to stress the conditions which enabled these fac
tors to operate with some success. I n fact, we can even (;If
ford to attribute a measure of participation in the process 
to the reformists, who tried in their own way to persuade 
the ruling class to lift some of the obstacles to Negro em
ployment, whkh they decried as harmful to the war ef
fort, morally unjust, etc.; but this doesn't mean the tail 
wagged the dog. (The 'reformists a'lso had a negative ef ~ 
fect for wherever they had the influence they restrained the 
masses from independent' struggle in a crisi'S where such 
struggte could have induced even greater concessions from 
the ruling class.) 

We cannot detennine statistically whicR of the two 
primary factors was the more decisive, but we conclude 
that it was the w~r. Because as soon as the war' ended, the 
Negr.o's relative gains ended too, and were succeeded by 
re'latIve losses. When the cold war began to be heated up, 
further relative gains were re~orded in certain spheres, but 
not enough to make up for the losses of' the second half of 
the decade as a whole. At this point we must also ask the 
reformists: I f the over-all gains of the decade' are to be 
credited to your policies, won't you also have to take the 
credit for the losses of the!Jast five yea:rs, or e~plain why 
your policies did, not work' during 1945-50? (This period, 
il1(~identally, -coincided with the Truman administration's 
conduct of the noisiest anti-Jim Crow reform demagogy 
in the history of the country.) 

Turning now to a discussion 'of what the future holds 
we begin with the report's data on unemployment; , 

~able 5 - Unemployment Status of the civilian pop
ulatIOn, annual averages, 1947, 194.9 and 1951 (percent 
distribution) . 

NOJ1lwhite 
W·hite 

1947 
5.4% 
3.3 

1949 
8.2% 
5.2 

1951 
4.8% 
2.8 

Thi's shows, the report sayts, that the a!verage rate of 
unemployment for Negroes has been "more than 50%" 
above rhat for whites in recent years. (70% above in 1951 ) 
"Although the rate was about 5% for Nearoes in 195"1 
;compared with 3 % for whites, about the 8a~e relative im~ 
provement haid taken pla'ce since 1949 when the economic 
situation was leSls -favorable." (Again we must ask why 
the. authors" of t!h:_ report ~itted the 1940 or 1939 figures, 
whIch are m theIr pos1sesslon. Beca'Use a comparison with 
'the latest .data would show a ·consi:deraMe relative rise for 
Negroes in the a'verage rate of unemployment during the 
lalS.t decade?) 

The same unfavorable prqportions are shown in, the 
data a1boutseniority. A sur,vey in 1951 showed that "Negro 
fvvorkers had been on their current jobs i an aver~iae of 2.4 
years, ,compared with an avera1ge of 3.5 years amobng white 
workers;' - that is, seniority a.mong white workers iiS 

almost 50 % hi'gher than among Negroes. Moreover~ 
"20% of uman white men' and only 13 % of urban Negroes 
hald worked on their current jobs since before J an'Uary 
1940." 

Thus if a depres1sion takes plaice before a global war, 
Negto workers as usual ,will be finst and hal'1dest hit with 
calamitous results for an the relativegaillis of th~ last 
decade. 

But let's 'grant that the most likely variant for the next 
period is not deprestsion but contmuation of the -cold war 
leading to another worlld war. Does that lend support to 
the vista, heM out by fhe reformi1sts, of continued r:elative 
progress for the -Negroes at -approxi'mately the same rate 
as in rhe 1940's, or anyWhere near that rate? 

Our answer must be a flat No because :rhe special cir
cumstances of the la'st decade will not be operating in the 
next period, or not wi~h the same for~., Tlhe same rate of 
relative gain will not continue beca'Ulse the new base year 
( 1950) i!s 'not a depression year such as J 9,39 was. 1 t will 
not continue be,ca'U~e the gap in urbanization has alrealdy 
almost been closed (61 % for Negroes to 64% for whites) 
and while further migration will take plaice it will· be on a 
reduced scale and therefore will not have the same impact 
on relative income's as in the 40's. And most of all it will 
not continue becau.se WorM War I II i,s going. to be a lot 
different from World War II. 

Prospects If War Comes 
Last timefhe U.S. had strong allies abroa1d and a neutral 

if not ;friendly attitulde ,from/many other countries; nexi 
time it's allies will be neither strong nor dependable and 
Washington will enter the war with the hate and suspicion 
of most of the world. La'St time the fighting was conducted 
far from U.S. shores; next time the U.S. will learn hoW 
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it feeJts to receive as well as give tboinbings. Last time the 
'\var,beginning in a depression, produced a switch from 
mass unemployment t'O full empioyment an'd an economk 
revival which permitted the cClJpitali'sts to grant some con
cessions to keep the population at home fr'Om getting 1'00 

restless; next time the war will begin when production 
will already be at near-'capacity levels and the working 
class will already be fully empl,oyed and therefore will not 
produce the same psych'Ological effects on the people. On 
the contrarYI the counter-revolutionary attempt to sUib
Jugate the' Soviet Union, China, Ea'stern Europe, th~ anti
ca,pitalist workers of Europe and the 1,nti-imperiali'st masses 
of Asia, ..south America, the M kldle East and Africa I,vill 
straill the economy to· the breaking point" impose crushing 
burdens' on the Amerkan people ar.d generate discontent 
and resistance·at home as well a:~ abroad. 

The inevitable ten'dency then will be not to grant but to 
withdraw concessions from the masses. The ruling class will 
seek to 'freeze walges soHdly; to conscript latbor and chain 
t.he \yorker~ to their jobs; to regi'1)1ent the unions anld turn 
them into agencies'of the state to ma'intain labor discipline; 
to dou'ble and triple taxes until they consume a majority of 
the workers' incom~; anid to 'set up a military-poHce dk
tatorship to put ,tiown all opposition to this, program. 
Those Who preach and practice class colla1boration, those 
whose fiJ1st aHegiance is to capitalism rather than the, work
ing class, will be utterly unable to halt or 'rever.se this 
tendericy even if they 'ShouJod wan t to; only the methods of 
militant class strug~)e wHl be able to ~top ~he onslaughts 
of reaction. 

And what will thappen to the economk status of the 
Negro people? It is of courlSe conceitva1ble that even in ,such 
circum'stances Negroes at first might register slight relative 
gains in income where they were drafted out of inessential 
jobs and into war produlCtiQn. But that woul,d be both the 
beginning and end of it. With strictly ~nforced wage
freezing and stalggering taxes, the real income and Hving 
standards of the ;people would go down and not up. The 
relative .status of the Negro would bf' frozen for the duration 
of a war that everyone expects to be a's prolonged as it will 
be terrible, and all eHorts to change his, status woul'd be 
brand~d "subversive" ~md ,punished by the heavy hand of 
the'state. 

No Hope in Reformist Program 
Thus if a ,depression si'gnifies the raipi'd ,loss of all recent 

relative 'gains ,by the Negro, war means a1bsolute I,osses for 
white and Negro workers, with the Negro's relative status 
fixed 'and .frozen, at best, for an indefinite period. Either 
way, the reformist per~pect~lve holtds out little hope to 'the 
Negro for genuine progress in the present or the achieve
ment of equality in, the future. 

In essence, the advocates of gradual reform exaggerate 
the relative gains of the pa'st and ascdbe them to the wrong 
~auses in order to condliate the Negro with his oppressor 
and to ,divert him from the militant action which can both 
alleviate and °end his oppression. This program has always 
been a hoax; now it 1,S becoming a tra1p too. If it was 
harmful in the past, it is iCloubly harmful today because 

the United States is approaching a Jateful turning point. 
The future, as we have tried to shdw, will not be a mere 
repetition of the pa'st. I n the absence of a social uphea,val 
led by thelalbor movement, the' war will bring a savage 
c!i,ct<1torship which the -'ruling class wiII have no desire to 
relax when or if t'he war enlds. 

In the pamphlet The lim Crow 1vlurder of Mr. and AIrs. 
Harry T. Moore, we related the prospects of the Negroes 
in the U,S. to the ,fate of the Jews in EU,rope during the 
iast war and Idemonstrated that "conditions can arise whi~ch 
wiII wipe out in a single decade all the gains that have been 
painfully alCocumulated in a century of strenuous effort." 
Such conditions wiP flourish luxuriantly in the soil of the 
rea'ction that will aocompany the next war. Insteald of con
tinuing progress, the next period can see the Negro people 
used as s'capegoats for the capitalist class, and menaced'.with 
the loss of all their liberties antd even with mas~ extermiria.:. 
tion. These dangers.cannot be wished out of, existence by 
shutting eyes and, covering' ears and recitingtwistelci 
statistics; they must' Ibe reckoned with and a.ctivelycom
batted. For this task the reformists and their program are 
worse than useless; they get in the·' way of the job that 
has to be done. 

This article is mainlynegati've because its aim is to 
refute ~ertain miscon'Ceptions. But the perSlpective that 
Marxism oUers the Negro people is neither 'negative nor 
pessimistk. Capitalism, which looks so power,fuI,and im
posing JIJ this 'Country today although it is the only part 
of the world capitalist system that has any stability what
ever, is headed for its doom. It will not be any more 
successful than Hitler in conquering the world, and like 
him will probably break its neck in the process. The con
vulsions and crises arising out of the drtve to war or the 
war itself will raditcalize the American peqple; they will 
also provide the American ,people with opportunities to 
check the assaults on their Hving stan,dards and Uberties, 
and take the poIitkal power and the fate of the nation out 
of the hands of the capitalist minority. 

For this a new party i's needed; the sooner the job of 
-building an indepentdent la,bor party is started, the sooner, 
smoother and less costly the transfer of power will be. 
The American workers in alliance with the Negro people, 
the poor farmers and t,he lower middle classes are just the 
ones to ,do this jab. When they do it, the economic roots of 
racial op.pression will be eradicated, the Negro people' will 
secure the equality that capitalism has stubbornlY denied 
them in the 90 years since the Emancipation Proclamatjon, 
and Jim Crow will Ibecome a memory to puzzle future 
generations. 
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ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF TRANSITION EPOCH 
The Soviet BurealtCracy in the lKirror of Stalin's Latest Work 

By ERNEST GERMAIN 

liThe greatest weak'ness of scientific activity in tbe 
economic spbere is the lack of a systematic course on the 
political economy of socialism." This statement was made 
at' the October 1948 enlarged meeting of the Scfentific 
CounciJ of the Economic Institute of the Academy of Sci
ences of the USSR by K. Ostrovitianov, the principalre
porter and one of the outstanding Soviet theoreticjans. It 
indicates one of the major ideological difficulties which con
fronts, the Soyiet bur.eaucracy in its effort, to 'codify its 
own daily practice in a generalized theoretical form.. 

The scope of these difficulties is revealed by the sup
pres~ion of all teaching of political economy in Soviefuni. 
versities (Leon tiev: I( La pensee economique et l' enseigne
ment politique en USSR," Cahiers de l' EC01tOmie sovietique 
No. 41, April-July 1946, p. 10). 

In a country where the leaders claim to swear only by 
the name of the! author of "Capital,'~ and whose every ~r:ea
tive effort is concentrated in the economic sphere; in the 
country which proclaims to the entire world that' its eco
nomic successes are prim~rily due to the application of a 
scientific doctrine of political economy - in this C6vntry 
the teaching of politic~1 economy in the. universities has 
for years suffered from, the lack of a satisfactory manu a! 
of political economy! This is one of the most striking ex· 
amplesof the contradictions of present-day Soviet society. 

The Soviet leaders understood the, dangers of such a 
situatiori - above all the danger that the most talented 
young Communists in the USSR would seek themselves to 
create a coherent system of political economy based on the 
Marxist classics. They have initiated an effort to formulate 
an' "orthodox" conception of the theoretical problems of 
Soviet economy. 

An initial discussion for this purpose was organized in 
the years 1939-1943. It produced a small manual of polit
ical economy which did not deal with the economic ques
tions of'the USSR, and a collective article on some of the 
controversial questions which was edited by a group of 
economists working under ·the direction of A~ Leontiev. 

A second discusssion took place in 1917- 1.948. This dis
cussion, initiated by the criticism of a. work by Eugene 
Varga, quickly extended to the economic problems of Soviet 
society. Several writings of K. Ostrovitianov seemed to have 
been the principal products of these debate'S. N. Vosnes
sen'ski's The War Economy of the USSR During the pa
triotic tv ar, a book which contains numerous references 
to the theoretical questions of Soviet economy, wa~ consid
ered 'one of the. principal sources of revealed truth during 
this period. Unfortunately, in the meantime'the author dis
appeared without a trace. Embarrassment grew among So
viet economists in their search for infallible authorities. 

A third ,discussion was carried on in 1951-52. It resulted 
in a draft manual submitted to,the Central Commi~tee of 

the Russian C.P. Stalin',s work, "Economic Problems of So
cialism in the USSR," consists ot remarks on this dra'ft and 
on the criticisms he encountered f\rom several official Soviet 
theoreticians. Stalin's work -does' not open but closes the 
discussion. As always in theoretical Icontroversies, Stalin 
preferred to remain silent for years and to leave the initia
tive in the deb·ates to minor gods. The sphinx spoke only 
when the discussion had already led to more or less clear 
ideas. 

There are three major sources of the difficulties which 
the bureaucracy meets in formulating a coherent theoretical 
conception of Soviet economy. First, the contradictiorz be
tween SO'l!'iet reality and. Marxist norms of Communist pol
icy. This contra,diction forces the Stalinist theoreticians· in.;. 
to endless mental acrotiatics to enable them to claim to be 
both orthodox Marxists ,and unconditional apologists of 
all present phenomena in Soviet economy. 

Then, the contradictions between the fU'Hdamelltal thesis 
of Stalinism on the one hand and Soviet reality as well as 
Marxist theory on the other hand. This second· contradic
tion reenforces and accentuates the first. This obliges the 
Stalinist theoreticians to proclaim the final triumph of so
cialism in the U~SR, and the possibility of the complete 
construction of a'communisttsociety in one country, despite 
the writings of Marx and the observable facts in the USSR~ 

Finally, the contradiction betwten the pragmatic char
acter of the economic policy of the bureaucracy and tbe 
necessity of ju.stifyi1zg it a posteriori in the theoretical 
sphere. This contradiction constantly confronts Stalinist 
theories with new problems which~re the product of the 
rapid evolution of the economy but which however were 
unforeseen, precisely because of the pragmatic character 
of Stalinist thought. 

These are the difficulties which St .. lin sought to resolve 
in his new work. An analysis of this work demonstrates 
that thIS solution was not successful. The above mentioned 
contradictions continue to break through and represent the 
essential key to' an understanding of Stalin's document. 

Commodity Production in the 
Transition Epoch 

The commodity is a product of human labor not in
tended for the direct consumption of the producer'S but for 
exchange .. Production of commoditie,s, in the history of hu
man society, is. c04nterposed to the production of· use .. 
values. The former are produced for the market, the latte.r 
for the direct use of the producers. Production of commodi
ties arises in the midst of a society producing mainly use .. 
values. It spreads more and' more until, under capitalist 
production, it becomes generaL Then it withers away dur
ing a hi'storic period following the .aboljtion of the capitalist 
mode ,of production. 
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Stalm merely repeats fundamental ide"s' set forth a hun-, 
dred times in the classics of Marxism when he clic;tinguishes 
commodity production proper from' the (41)italist prodllc,:, 
tion of commodities. Commonity proo ll r-tion em~rO'Ps at the 
periphery of econolT!ic life (luxury a'rticles) snreading then 
to artisan and agricuitural products for current consump
tion. It is only the capitalist mode of commodity produc
tion which universali{es itself by transfonriing the 'whole 
of the means of production and of labor power 'into ann
modities. 

The abolition of the capitalist mode of production re
quires the appropriation 'of the means of production' b-y 
society. In the transition epoch between capitalism and so
cialism the means of production cease to be commodities. 
The field of production and circulation of commodities is 
,th~ls restricted in comparison with capitalist society. It is 
essentially limited to the means of consumption. At the 
same ,time, the production and circulat{,on of these means 
of 'consumption as commodities i{ enormously eX1Janded 
in the "transition epoch, as Trotsky explained ~ndetail twen
ty years before the brilliant discoveries of Stalin. The 
growth of agr.icultur'al prodoction, the restriction of 'peas
ant production to family use, the development of peasant 
wants - all these phenomena of the progress of the econ
omy and of civilization on the morrow of the socialist rev
olution carry with them not a restriction but an expansion 
.of the circulation of the means of consumption, agricul
rural and industrial, as commodities. 

These are well kno,wn truths, and Stalin rem~ins 9n firm 
ground so long ashe does not discard them. The question 
becomes knotty when it involves a determination of tbz 
conditions of witbering away of the production and circu
lation of commodities in the transition epoch. 

In the final analysis commodity production is the result 
of the development of division of labor and of the relative 
rise of the productive forces resulting from this division of 
labor. J t is preceded by an epoch of general poverty in 
which the limited product,ion and consumption of use-val
ues is based on the extreme minimum of human needs and 
on the weak social pr'oducfivity of labor. The distribution 
of goods takes the form of a ratidning 01 poverty. 

With the development an~ then the univers.alization of 
the production of commodities, human wants also develop. 
They are no longer limited,to the labor products of 'each 
small community of producers. The labor products of the 
producers of the entire world ~re then required for the sat
isf action of these wan ts. A' prodigious rise of the productive 
forces corresponds to this generalization of commodity pro
duction. But at the same time, this rise "occurs within the 
framework of an antagonistic society which limits to the 
utmost the' consuming power of the producers. In fact the 
contradiction between limited incomes and the growing 
wants of the producers represents the esseritial mechanism 
which impels the proletarians into the economic class strug
gle to augment their share of the product of their, labor. 

The abolition of the capitalist mode of production does 
not at once 'diminish this contradiction but begins by! ac
centuating it. The victory of the socialist revolution means 
primarily that millions (on the world scale, hundreds of 
millions) of proletarians and poor peasants become a:ware 

of .,~w wants. This is a hh7hlv r'lY()pres~ive orndnct of the 
df'vplrmmpnt of (,("InC;I";l"Illc;",If'<;S of thp;r own Dower ;lnnthp.ir 

o'~m hl1'r~n ct;(T"";t,,. BIlt in mo"t iOllntr;p.,\ - ann fI:lTttc-' 

l1b,.1" inthp T rc:::.c:::.R - thf' nr'onncti"p f()rrp<\ ~rp not Im
rnp.cli~telv spitpn, not pven ~ftpr a rpl~t;w.lv hripf l:m~e of 
time, losatisfving these suddenly multiplied social wants. 
The ,distrihtition of consumer goods in :1crordance with the 
needs of conSlJmers is thereforp impo~~ible. How then .c=tr. 
this distribution be effectuated? 

One might conceive that aU goods produced are gath
ered in. a central store, and more or less equally distributed 
among all consumers. in proportion to the work each pro
vides to society. Thus everyone would recei~ a fixed auan
titv of use-values. Such a system. in reality a return to 
"rationing of bovertv." wOll1d meet two maior ohstacles. 
By seeking to ignore the differentiation and the universali
zation of the want~ of contemDora'rv man, it would ouickly 
produce· a ublack market" where exchange of ration "tick
ets," then of consumer goods :mdfinallv of ,raw mat,erials 
and instruments of labor' would be reborn, everyone seek
ing to exp'loit the situation of Reneral scarcitv for, his own 
advanta(7c. In a word, under analo(7ous social conditions 
this would mean the reproduction of the nrocesses of initi31 
development of small commodity production and the initial 
forms of private capital. Then, seeking to ignore' the in
terested attitude of man in' face of the problems of labor, 
such as results from centuries of poverty and exuloitation. 
such a system of distribution would rapidly di'Sinterest the 
producers in state industry and they would turn their pro
ductive energy toward "parallel" sectors of production. 
Having been put out :the door, commodity production 
would return through the window. 

Such a development can only be avoided if a syslem 
of obfective equivale1tCe is established between all' consum
er, 'produ~ts, permitting each producer to divide his in
come according ,to his various individual wants. At the 
same time it requires the establishment of a system of ob
jectiv'e equivalence between the ,labor furnished by each 
producer to society and tpe labor which he receives in re
turn' for' it in the form of consumer goods. Such a system 
of equivalence, based on the excbange of labor power 
against an indefinite variety of consumer Roods, and gov
erned by an objective criterion, is precisely a system of 
circulation of, commodities. The economy must submit to 
the play of supplY and demand - of prices and wages -
to govern th.,e distribution of consumer goods 'because every
'one's demand cannot yet be satisfied. 

In reality, in th~ history of human sqciety, only three 
great systems of distribution are, possible: 

1. The distr'ibution of use-values based upon a system 
of rationing of poverty. This system presupposes an ex
tremely limited ntimber of wants corresponding to the low 
level of the productivity of labor if it is to function ade
quately. 

2. The distribution of exchange values based on the pro
duction of commodities. This system presupposes for ade
q'\late functioning a minimum level of social division of 
labor, the development of the productivity of labor and 
the'differentiation and gerlerali zat ion of wants. 

3. The distribution of use·values in accordance with the 
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needs of consumers. This system presupposes a' level of. dG
veJopment of the productive forces permitting the produc
tion of an abundance of consumer goods which corresponds 
to the diversification and universalization of human wants. 

The Withering Away \ of COlnmodity Production 
All these real problems have cornoletety vanished in 

Stalin's treatise. Obliged to start with the definition of 
Soviet society as ,a socialist society. and to underestimate 
if not to completelv conceal the crying contradictionwhic" 
continues in the USSR between consumer wants' an-d the 
quantity of consumer goods produced to satisfy them. Stal
in looks for the origin of the survival of commodity pro
duction in the USSR in the fact that two different sectors 
subsist in Soviet economy: the sector of statified industrv 
and the sector of collective farm agriculture. Violating; in 
passing his own statement that the economic laws "of 'So
cialism" (of the transition epoch) Iil<e all 'ob iective laws 
are eSJablished independent of man's will, Stalin declares 
that there is commodity production in the USSR because 

"the collective farms are unwillinf!" to alienate th@ir 
products except in the form of commodities.' •. do not. rec
ognize any other economic relation with the town ... " 

But why don't the coilective farms Hrecognize" anV' 
other method of disposing of their products except by sell
ing them on the market? Obviously because they wouI:i 
not receive an abundance of industrial products from the 
town. If they could freely draw upon an unlimited stock 
of industrial consumer goods - and this eventuality is 
largely independent of the subsistence of the collective farm 
sector - they would certainly not be' so eager to "s.ell" 
their products partly to the state. partly on the collective 
farm market, partly on the "free" market 'regardless of the 
high "general overhead" which such a system of distribu· 
tion imposes on them. Production anL1 circulation of com
modities exist because a scarcity of consumer goods sub
sists, and because the "collective farm sector" takes the 
form of a distinct economic sector defending its own eco
nomic interests. Stalin therefore confounds cause 'and ef
fect when he writes: 

"Comrade Yaroshenko does not understaJ)d that neither 
an abuttdance of p~oduct8, capable of coverinJ' all the fe
quiremellts of society, nor tJte trans.tion to the fornnlla, 
'to' each according to his ne~ds,' can be brought about if 
such economic factors as collective farm, group, property, 
commodity circulation, etc., remain in force." 

We would be more. than justified in saying that Stalin 
does not understand th<it economic facts like the circula
tion of commodities and also undoubtedly collective farm 
property cannot be "eliminated" so long as an abundance 
.of consumer goods capable of covering all the requirements 
of society is not produced. 

As against the reasoning above there ..has several times 
been invoked the fact that the Marxist masters have many 
times repeated that with the elimination of the capitalist 
mode of production commodity production would also be 
eliminated. It is interesting to note that despite the appear
ance of Marxist orthodoxy that Stalin seeks to convey, he 
scarcely refers to Marx anq EnB~ls 0'1 thi-s. q)J«;~tion, and 
d~s not begin to meet these objections. Yet they were the 

first to raise the problem of the material base for the with
ering away of commodities. 

Marx writes concerning the first pbase of communist 
society in his Critique of tbe Gotba Programme: 

"Within the cooperative society based on common own
ership of the means of production. the producers do not 
exchange their products; just as little does the labor em
ployed on the products appear here as the value of thl'se 
products ... "(P. 8, International Publishers edition.) 

Engels writes on .the\ same sub jeot in A nti-Dubring: 

"The seizure of t.he means of production by society puts 
an end to commodity production, and therewith to the· 
domination of the product over the. producer." (p. 309, In
ternational Publishers edition.) 

J n realitv whar the Marxist masters have in mind here 
is the socialist revolution occurring in countries where cap
italism has reached its highest development (such as the 
USA today) and where the devclooment of the productive 
forces would permit the satisfaction of the fundamental 
wants of the producers and the elimination of commodity 
production. that is, if n'ational wants, alone were taken into 
consideration. But in the present epoch of imoerialism, 
the premise for this optimum development of capitalism in 
some countries is the "under-development," the sta~nation 
of the productive "forces in the rest of the world. To break 
.out of this stagnation the proletariat of other countries !s 
obliged to start the overthrow of capitalism and the build
ing of socialism under conditions where the disproportion 
between wants and the capacity to satisfy them remains 
very ~reat. The abolition of commodity production in these 
countries thus comes into collision with this objective ob .. 
stade. 

-Let us add that· Marx. in his extraordinary lucidity, 
seems to have envisaged such eventualities when he wrote 
in Capital in the section called "T,he FetJishism of Com
modities :" 

"Let us- now picture to ourselves. • • a community of 
free individuals, carrying on their work with the means 
of production in common ••. the total product of our cOQl
munity is a social product. One portion serves as fresh 
means of production and remains social. But anotherpor
tion is commmed by the members as means of subsistence. 
A distribution of this portion amongst them is consequent
ly necessary. The mode of this distribution will vary with 
the productive org-anization of the community, and the 
degrpe of hist.oricRl dpvelopmpnt attained by th~ producers." 
(p. 90, Charles H. Kerr edition. - my emphasis, E. G.) 

In fact it would not be amiss to indicate the three 
stages through which the mode of distribution will pass 
after the socialist revolution: 

a) ·Continuation of the production of commodities b 
the entire first period of the transition. 

b) Transition, when the productive forces are sufficiently 
developed, to the distribution of use-values in proportion 
to work, this being the remainder of the first phase of 
communism. 

c) Transition, when the social consciousness of men is 
sufficiently,developed after the withering away of classes 
afld of the .state and on the b,q,sis of an established abun
dance, to the formula: ':To each according to his needs, 
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from each according to his abilities" in the second phase 
of communism. 

The law of value is first of all only the statement of an 
objective criterion ,according to which commodities ex
change with each other. This criterion is the quantity of 
socially necessary labor they embody. When there is pro
duction and circulation of commodities, eith~r in limited 
sectors of the economy or in the entire economy of a given 
society, the law of value "is' applicable" more or less gen
erally, that, is, in regulating exchange. 

But the law of value is applied in different ways in ac
cordance with the relations of production, under which the 
commodities which are'involved in the regulation of ex-
change are produced. ' 

I n small commod#y production, the producer is gen
erally the owner~ of his means of protluction. In general, 
Jabor power has not become a commodity. Profit plays 
only.a secondary role in economic life. There are few flue· 
tuations in the level of the average productivity of labor .. 
The law of value therefore applies here directly. Commod
ities exchange for one another, in general, in proportion to 
the amount of labor (living and dead) which their pro
duction actually necessitated. 

Under ~apitalist pr()duction the means of production and 
labor power have become commodities. The realization and 
th~ capitalization of profit have become "the principal motor 
of economic life; Here the law of value no longer applies 
directly but indirectly through the competition of commod
ities and capital. This competition causes a constant fluc
tuation in the average level of productivity. Whether or 
not a commodity embodies socially necessary time can only 
be determined a posteriori according to whether or not its 
sale returns an average profit to its owner. The sum of the, 
costs of production equal'S. the sum of values of commodi
ties produced but the cost of production of each individual 
commodity no longer corresponds to its individual value. 
It is determillled by the portion of the total social capital 
which had to be set into motion to produce this commodity. 
Tbe -formation of the average rate 01 profit is the indirect 
1necbanism through which the law of value operJltes in 
capitalist society. 

In the transition society between capitalism and so
cialism the means of production have been appropriated 
by society and cease to be commodities. The law of value 
is still operative but now in an indirect way. The sum total 
of "net costs" of all goods is equal to the sum total of the 
value produced and 'retained by the producers. But the dis
tribution of this total' value among the various categories 
of products is determined not by the play of the formation 
of the average rate of profit, but by the goals of tbe plan. 
I f this plan provides for an increase of the production of 
machinery "at any cost," that means that the machinery 
produced under the least profitable conditions alone em
bodies the 'socially necessary labor. This brings about a 
redistribution of resources and incomes among the differ
ent sectors through the play of the law of value. 

On the other hand, the law of value does not determin~ 
only the objective criterion according to which ,exchange 
of commodities takes place. in capitalist society, it also de
~rmine3 the division of productive re~ources among the 

different sectors of the economy - since this division re
sults from a circulation of commodities. It determines the 
division of the total social product into a necessary prod
uct, granted to the producers, and the surplus product, the 
necessary product being the purchase price of labor power 
by the capitalists. 

Under the transition society the plan divides the avail
able material and human resources among the various sec
tors. But it cannot do so arbitrarily. It i's obliged to dis
tribute a strictly fixed mass of value. A rise of the share 
granted to one sector leads immediately to the reduction 
of the share granted to another sector. Similarly, the fix
ing of the portion of the social product to be accumulated 
(in the broadestsense'of the word) adequately determines 
the portion of this product available for' c01lSumption by 
Ithe producers. 

Confronted with all these complex problems, Stalin 
dodges the bulk of -the difficulties and tal,es refuge in 
easier questions. H is replies to them- are no less lacking in 
clarity. 

The Law of Value ill the USSR 
Stalin be~gins with the recognized fact that the means 

of consumption in the USSR are commodities. The law of 
value therefore determines the value of these goods. But 
the reservation follows immediately: "The sphere of op
erattion of the law of value in our country is strictly 
limited." 

\Vhat then is this sphere? "The fact that private owner
ship of the means of production does not exist and that 
the means of production both in town and country are so
ci~lized cannot but restrict the sphere of operation of the 
law of value and the extent of its influence on production." 

If Stalin merely means to say that the means of pro
duction, no longer being commodities, are therefore' not 
exchanged and that a fortiori the law of value cannot reg
ulate theslC n'onexistent "exch3J1ges" he is only expressing 
at simple truism and we cannot but state our most complete 
agreement with such a banal truth. 

But his conClusions go much further. Stalin declares 
in his reply to A. I. Notkin 

"that in the sphere of domestic economic 'circulation, 
means of production lose the properties of commodifies, 
cease to be commodities and pass out of the sphere of op
eration of the law of value, retaining only the outward 
integument of commodities (calculation, etc.}." 

These outward integu,ments are filled with a "new COI1-

tent" which has "radically chal1ged in adaptation to the 
requirements f,>f the development of the national economy, 
of the socialist economy." 

, He puts forth this opinion by stating the following re
garding the prices of agricultural raw materials: 

"In our country, prices of agricultural raw materials 
are fixed, established by plan, and are not 'free' •.• t.he 
quantities of agricultural raw materials produced are not 
determined spontaneously by chance elements, but by plan' 
••. consequently it' cannot be denied that the law of value 
does influence the formation of prices of agricultural raw 
materials, that it is one of the factors in this process., 
But still ,less can it be denied that its influence is not, and 
callD.ot be. a regulatinl onel' 
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It is obvious that the means of production, including 
atlricllltural raw ma~er1als. belm!: no )onmer commocHties. 
rf't(Jln opl" th~ p..X:tp.'I'l1l1l fnrm of rommo~;t;pc; - ~ I.~lrllh

titm of ":1111P lin m()nl''''* _ ~nrt th~t thp~r ~l"Ir;177 1':1)11f"""f 

h~c: rh~rotTprl Rllt ~ftp,. h:1,,;ntT pnl1T'1r;'ltprl thP r(),.,.",rt. ",,.pm-
ic:P.~, St:11iT1 c1raw~ an ahsollltelv nninstinprl ronrll1~ion from 
them' tbi.~ rbol1 f1e of .~nd(1l ronf""~t modifies fbI' nUf111titn
fi7)" d"termi11l1tinn nf tTle fl"l'Y111' For in the ena. tT"p' Ii 11'711. nf 
.flr;l'P~ h1C; noth;np' to do with thP. C:f'lcial contpnt. It hplnnp'S 
in thp fin~l analvc;:;s t(l the accountinQ' nf social e""nenrHtllt"P 
in b bor: To c;:~vthat the me.1nc: nf nroc1uction in the trc;~R 
haw~ rpt.11nea ttthp outw~rcl inh~p'umpnt of inmmNHties 
(calrnl;:Jtion. etr..)." mp.1nc; th.1t accOllntinO' of'c;nii(ll ex
-"lenilitllre in l.1nor ic: still not pffpl.tll.1tpn rHrpitlv in l.1hnr 
hOl1rs hut inn;rprtlv in v.1l,,~. Ann tonpnv that thp nm01l11f 
nf thesp e')(nenr1iturec; is rfet~rrnined hv the e')(nP.nrlitllre ;n 
lahor (hv' the law nf value). noes Pf'lt nrove thpo' rtifferent 
sodal ch:t'racter of Soviet f'r.onom,v. If tbrmo.\ Ole theor'" of 
labor-value overboard in favor of other theories of value. 

On the other hano Stalin ronfuses thp blil1d pln'l) (If 
the Jaw of value - which js only thP. 1>eruliar form of this 
law in a cert~in type of society - with the regulatlnQ' olav 
of the law of vahlP' in ih most flenf1'ol form..' e')(ih;.lnp'e of 

. eoual ouantitip.s of Jrlbor (deari and llv;np'). The fir'it fnrm 
has naturally beP.n eliminated in the USSR aup tn nlannin~ 
but the second form has by no means bppn tleliminafl>d to 

and can hardlv beeHminated bv mpn's will, as Stalin 'him. 
self declared in the beginning of his work. 

All this becomes dear when we consider the following 
passalle: 

"TotalJy incorrect. too, is the assertion that u"der our 
nresent eco"omie Aystpm ••• thf!! Jaw of value rell'ulAtes the 
'pro"ortions' ~f Illhnl' fl';stributlPd amonl!' th", VAl';011A branch. 
Pf' of nrodttdion. Tf' thiA wprA trup. it wou'" b~ incomn1!'P. 
h"'''sible why 01'1' lil!'ht indl1Rtri~ whi,.h arp thp mod "l'O';t. 
R.blp.. are "ot be1nP.' dpvploned fn thp l1tmoClt. and WllV 
~ .. ~foP.rpn"o lea O'ivento our heftvv .nt1u~tr''''R. w"t~h are nft"'~ 
J"'CZq nrofitable, and are sometimes altogether unprofit .. 
able." . 

It is dpat· on the face of it that Stalin hp"p. rnnfu.lieli "+lU! 
law of value" tn its most u.eneral sense with the c01>itl111~t 
form. O'f this ~a't.f1. thp law of the flveraf!e rotp.' O'f 1)'rnfit.The 
fact th;.lt nnnrofitahle enterprises can develon ana nrosner 
in the USSR unnoubtedlv proves' that the I.1W of the aver~ 
a~'e rate of nrofit jc; no longer operatim~. Rut th~t in nn 
way demonstrates that the action of the. ulaw of value" 
has been eliminated in the distribution of hll~an ann ma
terial resources among the differen't branches of Soviet 
economy. 

What meaning do the terms uorofitable." or "non
profitable" enterprises really have? They merelv mean that 
the quantity of socially necessary labor contained in the 
products an enterprise furnishes to society is compared to 
the amount of labor actually expended in the process of 
their production (which it has received from society). If 

* Besides, it is' characteristic that while bank notes are 
used for the pavment of wa~s and the circulation of consumer 
goods in the USSR, the entire circulation of· productron goods 
- leaving aside thefts, abuses, etc. - requires no issuance of 
'Paper money. and is carried on as a written transaction in th':! 
banks. Nothing but nominal' money is involved. 

the first amount exceeds the second the enterprise is very 
profitahle. The initial ooint of profitability is enua1ity be
tween the two ouantities. I f the Sf'C':nnrt excp.ecls the first -
hp.r.~)1IsP. of waste of r;:Jw m;.ltpri{ds. irt1pnpc::c; of m~rh;nerv 
inrrp.1c::incr p'pnpr;.ll nvprhp:::!rt pvrpc:c::ivp' ~rtm;";c:t,.:::!tlve ex
n~nditures. a too low rlIPP'l'P(\ of 13 hor oroclllc:tivitv. ptc. -

\ 

thf' pnternric:e is unnrofih hlp. The very nrincinle of Drof-
itahilitv is thus. determined hy a calculation wbicb is based 
011; the law O'f value! 

. Then. if the leadinp: horties nf the economy believe it 
plPreSC;::lrv to keen unnrofit.1hle f:lctories runninQ'. thf>v are 
ohliNPd to nurnn morp V:llllP into thpc;e entprnrlses th;.ln they 
rpl.p.ivp from thpm. Rllt that ;s only noc:c;:;h1e -r:YivP.n the 
f:tct th.1tthP. tot~ J Sl1111 nf va 111f''i at thf' n;c;:nosal of sodetv 
ic; nnt :l1tprPrf hv sllch r.h~pP':PC:: in ni.c:trihlltion - if (lther 
pnternrisf's in retl1rn rt>,~iv~ l~c;:c:: vallie from sor.iPtv than' 
thf'~' h:lVe piven it, Por f'\v:lrnnle, the, olan rerlistrH,otes 
sodal resouTrlPC: in f'lVt:lr ()f hn~vv industry and to the dis
~rlv~nt~lP'e ('If )it!ht ironu!'t,.v. Rllt thic;. rec1istrihllt;on immf>
diatelv ~etc:: into mot;()., the mf'r.hanism (If thp. ~'l:1w of val
lie," that is. aut('lm.1ti':11lv r.1llses a new nivis;on of pro
rlll<:tion bptween thp two <:pdors. rl)rresnon(limr. tothe new 
clivision ()f oronuctiv", "oC:f'lllrrps. Thus the nlan can 17.1ter 
{llI~ r;ondif1()11.s in 'li!hicn tJ,p' 71170 of value o1>erate.\. From 
h1iprt ~onnit;(I"c; up~pr r"'",italism. they bp.comesoc:lallv a1-
teTahle inna1tions. Rut this cannot prevent the nlav of the 
l~w itsplf from ('nntimJinP.' so 10nP.' as commonitv orodnc .. 
tinn Sl1hSlSts in the conc;ump.r p'ooas sector. so 10nQ' as.the 
rllPtf'l'mination of the price of ';:thor nOWPT rP.Slil~'i fmm thk 
.thp rnpc:eouenre being the calculation of the "price" of all 
prorll.lcts as values. 

T., rp;'llhv Stalin's theoretical confusion oriQ'inates in a 
rp~l fact of Soviet economy: the duol pria s'I)dem. In orin .. 
dole. C('l~t "'rirp.s should be calculated as "real prices." that 
is. on the basic; of the actual value of the orodud. Sllle 
prices (lre estahlishen bv adnine: to cost nrices a "profit" 
and a "turnover, tax" fhea hv the p'overnment for each 
nmduct, which is thp. principal financial source of accumu .. 
lation and of unnroductive e""np.nmtures (armaments). But 
the s:lle prices of ra'''' materials enter into the cost price 
of finished pronucts.'The sale nrice of machines in turn be .. 
,t'\mes part of the' cost price of raw materials. In this way, 
the whole price system becomes artificial and arbltrary. 
and it.is extremelY difficult. pven for. the leading bodie~, 
to f'stimate the real nrofitability - that is. disregard.ing 
artificial nrices - of enterprises. This constitutes an im
portant element of anarchy and inflatiQn in Soviet econ
omv. which is being, eliminated very slowly. At the same 
time it constitutes an important stimulant for the bureau
crats to free themselves from all controI,incIuding, as 
Trotsky said. the control of the law of value. Stalin is 
obliged to fiP.'ht /the most excessive manifestations of bu
reaucratic arbitrariness in the fixing of prices. For ex
ample he denounces the absurd fixing of the pr'ice of cot
ton by relating it to the price of wheat. But he cannot at
tack the ~oots of the evil which reside in the whole of the 
artificial price system which is intended more to conceal 
the economic reaHty than to express it. 1-1is "Marxism" 
remains prisoner of bureaucratic management in the USSR. 

Finally~ Stalin keeps a discreet silence on the most dif .. 
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ficult problem for Stalinist theoretiCians, that of the ex
planation, on the basis 6f the law of value, of the enormous 
differences of incomes in the USSR. It is precisely in this 
sphere that these theoretici~ns had .revised Marxist theory, 
,and especially the theory of labor-value, in the most im
pudent· way, explain1ing that individual remuneration was 
based on the social utility of the 'services each Soviet cit
izen rendered. Stalin does not raise this curtain. But if we 
penetrate to the bottom of his price formula, that prices 
are determined by, "the necessities of the development of 
the national economy," we find very m)Jch. in evidence the 
same theory of val,ue based on utility. lri fact" the germs 
of the three tbeories of value cohabit in his book: the-Jabor 
theory of value; the theory of value determined by social' 
utility (that is, use-value); and the vulgar and eclectic 
theory combining the effects of the law of labor-value 
with those of "social utility." 

Proportionality Between Branches of Produc
tion in the Transition Epoch Economy 

In replying to Yaroshenko, Stalin cites' an important 
passage by' Marx and transplants elements of his reproduc
tion schemas to the post-capitalist soCiety. In effect Marx' 
reproduction schemas establish, in theexte'rnal forin of 
commodity and capitalist production, conditions of equi
librium of produc.tion and consumption for any society 
up" to the second phase of communism. The simplest of 
these conditions can be for,mulated 'in the following way: 
for any society to maintain a given level of social wealth. 
a portion-of social labor has to be devoted to the renewing 
and .'reproduction of the instruments of labor, and this 
portion has to be at least equal to the mass of dead labor 
used up in the process of current production. This law can 
also be formulated another way: for an)j society to main
tain its level of social. wealth, it is necessary' that the quan
tity of labor crystallized in means of subsistence which 
society places at the dIsposal of all those engaged in the 
production of these means of subsistence, not be greater 
than the quantity of labor, crystallized as instruments of 
labor, that it receives in return f,rom them to produce the· 
means, of subsistence. 

These laws retain their full validity in the transition so
ciety between capitalism and soc.ialism. The value of 'the 
means of production to be provided to consumer goods 
industry (induding what is n~eded to increase production) 
IShouid be equal to the value of consumer goods which the 
workers and supervisory personnel employed in means of 
production industry can buy with their moneyiI}come (this 
includes additional workers hired during the expansion of 
this industry) ... * Besides, this is only one of the proportional 
relations which the plan should seek to establish and main
tain to avoid economic dislocations. There are other im
portant proportions, also established by the calculation of 

* In any money economy, this question embodies two reali
ties: the equation between the value of two categorie's of com
modities, and the equation between the given value of com
modities and of distributed income. If the first does not corre
spond with the second, there will be inflation, price inch~sesl 
fall of real incomes, and the re-establi:shment of the equilibrium 
on ~ new basis. This' is exactly what happened in the USSR. 

labor-value, b.etween industrialandagricu.IturaI produc
tion; between labor to be siphoned from the countryside 
and means of production to be provided for' agriculture; 
betweeri means of consumption and the output of labor; etc. 

Stalin is therefore entirely rigl)t when he scolds Yaro
shenko for allegedly rejecting th~ validity (for the tran
sition society) of equilibrium equations and of the pro
portion~Jity formulas of Marx's schemas of reproduction. 
But we don't know what Yaroshenko actually wrote. Per
haps he merely wanted to say that the equilibrium ~qua
tion of simple. reproduction is somewhat modified i~ the 
transition-epoch economy. The hypothesis of simple re
production -:- absurd Oon the face of it - in such an econ
omy would in effect mean the absence of any accumula-. 
tion. In that case, surplus value, the sodal surplus product, 
which was used in. simple capitalist reproduction for the 
unproductive ·consump,tion of the capitalist, is greatly re
duced and it is practically limited to the reserve and social 
work fund of the community (for the care of children and 
the aged), In this case Yaroshenko's· "error" would seem 
to be an (unconscious?) revolt against the enormous scope 
of unproductive consumption,. consumption by .bureaucrats 
and their' rednues in Soviet economy. 

On the other hand. the same. Stalin who on one page 
speaks. in slightly vague terms of ~'the net product (sur-

. plus-product?) considered as the sole sOUrce of accumula
tion" cavalierly proposes on another page to discard "cer
tain ... concepts taken from Marx's Capital where Marx 
was concerned with an analysis of capitalism- and artifi
Cially pasted onto our soCialist relations ... (such a.s) 
among ot6ers, 'necessary' labor and 'surplus labor' . . ." 

Stalin crassly deforms Marxism when he declares that 
these notions apply exclusively to capitalist society or that 
they imply "relations of exploitation." In reality, in any 
society which is not in the proeess of withering. away, "nec
essary labor" producing "necessary product," that iSr the 
means of subsistence of the producers, may be distinguished 
from the "surplus labor" producing a "surplus product," 
that is "a surplu~ of the products of labor over and above 
the costs of maintenance of the Jabor." (Engels, A nti-Dubr
ing, p. 221) 

The nature of this surplus product varies with different 
societies and even with the form of its appropriation. But 
this surplus product has always exi'sted. arid will always 
exist. In the primitive communist sodety it is broadly re
duced to the social reserve fund, as well as a very meager 
accumulation f.und (the. slow increase of the stock of in
struments of labor), which is sociaIIy.appropriateG. In cap
italist society it is divided into an unproguctive consumers 
fund, appropriated by the capitalists and disappearing from 
circulation, and an accumulation fund, also appropriated 
by the capitalists but thrown back into production in the 
fonn of machines, raw materials, supplementary consumer 
goods intended for ·an addit~onal labor force. In the tran
sitional sOGiety it is divided into a reserve fund and a so
cial assistance fund, which is withdrawn from production, 
and an accumulation fund used for the expansion of pro
duction, both of which are collectively appropriated by 
society. In the degeneralted bureaucratic transition society 
in the USSR a third fund arising from the surplus social 
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product, from the surplus labor of workers, is added: the 
fund of unproductive consumption of the bureaucracy, in-' 
dividually appropriated by the bureaucrats. Was it to con
ceal the existeQce of these funds !that Stalin, fulminated 
against the usurplus product" and "surplus lab Dr" ? 

Planning and Objective Economic Laws 

Having admitted that the conditions of equilibrium of 
Soviet economy 'are largely the same as Marx established 
in his' schema of reproduction, Stalin suddenly becomes en
veloped in a series of n~w contradictions when he examines 
the relations between planning and proportionality. FDr 
example, he writes: 

"The law (7) of balanced development of the national 
economy makes it possible for our planning bodies to plan 
social production. correctly. But possibility must not be con
fused with actuality. They are tWOl different things. In or
der to turn· the possibility into actualit1, it is necessary 
to' study this economic law, to master it ••• and to compile 
such plans as fully reflect the requirem,ents of this law." 

What Stalin seems to want to say is that knowledge 
of .the relations of proportionality - or if you wish: the 
laws of prpportionality - provides the planning, bodies 
with the possibility of planning correctly, but this possibil
ity becomes a reality only if the plans fully (and not 
merely partially as is the case in the USSR) reflect the 
workings of this law. 

At first 'glance, Stalin's statement ,.appears to be-in line 
with the classics. In Soviet society, as in any society, ob
jectiveeconomic laws exist which can be known or utilized 
by man for his purposes but he ca~not eliminate them or 
transform them fundamentally. Stalih ,adds that most of 
these laws are operative only "for a certain historic period" 
but that they "lose their validity owing to the ne~ econ.omic 
'conditions and depart from the scene in order to give place 
to new laws ... which arise from 'the new economic. con
ditions." 

This is a decided step forward from the cras'sly iQealist 
conceptions which have ~een fashionable in the USSR up 
until now. I n their wDrks cited abDve, N. Voznesseriski and 
K. OstrDvitianov seriously declared that the state econ6mi~ 
plans in the USSR had Uthe fDrce of a law of economic 
development," and OstrDvitianov had, even added: "be
cause they determine and realize the proportion in the dis
tribution Df labDr and the means of' production for the 
different branches of the economy." They fDrgot that the 
Dbjective l~w "independent, of the will of men," was the 
law of proportiDnality between the two. big branches -
the branch of means of consumption and the branch of 
means of production - discovered by Marx. By violating 
the conditiDns of equilibrium determined by this law"state 
plans can very easily cause a disproportionality between 
the different sectors. 

But Stalin undergoes' a strange metamorphosis when 
the application 'of these excellent principles to Soviet econ
oiuy is required. We learn no more from him about these 
laws than that they are operative "fDr a certain period" 
and that under "new economic conditions" they will be re
placed by Hnew laws'~! In a nut shell, i(we study his~ork 
attentively we will not discover any specific economic law 

of "socialism" there - except for his famous "fundamen ... 
tal" law to. which we will return later. 

The law of value? Evidently this relates to a remnant 
of the capitalist epDch, the epoch of commDdity production 
in its most general sense, which will disappear. with "m;;w 

economic conditions" - the production of abundance in 
CDnsumer goods. 

The law (?) of price fixing by l~ading bodies? This 
will also 'disappear with the withering away of the state 
dnd Df all centralized directing bodies, not to mentiDn 
the fact that where exchange no. longer exists neither do 
prices. 

The law (?) of the balanced development of the na
tiDnal eCDnomy (more exactly: of the cDnditions of dis
prDportionality between the different sectDrs of the econ
Dmy)? But it will disappear when humanity has at its dis
pDsal a sufficient stock of machines to satisfy all hum,an 
want's, when the aim of eCDnomic "calcula,tion" is no longer 
to. determine equivalents irt value but only to save living 
labol. The law (?) 'Df the uninterrupted development of 
the productiv~ forces? But it will cease to operate when 
humanity poss~sses an abundance of the means of prD
ductiDn.* Does Stalin presume in his administrative ar
rogance that there will always be a "need" to expand pro
ductive forces of humanity? 

We can now understand the origins of the errors of the 
unhappy Yaroshenko and of all those ~ho undoubtedly 
went along with him. By taking Stalin's declarations onthe 
establishment of a socialist society in the USSR seriously; 
by understanding the historically transitory character of 
all ec'onomic laws, also upheld by Stalin, they prematurely 
"liquidated" all the laws which really represent'remna1lits 
of the past in Soviet ecbnDmy and began the search for new 
laws. In a society where there is already an abundance of 
consumer goods it is perfectly correct to say, as Yaroshenko 
does, :that the maintenance of the economic equiJIibrium de
pends essentially on a .·rational organization of given re
sources keeping growth of population in mind (which in 
such a, society will also be consciously regulated lby men). 
YaroshenkD's misfort!-me is that we are still decade$ and 
decades removed frDm such a state of. affairs in the USSR. 
Stalin's misfortune is that his theory on "the achievement 
of socialism in the USSR" periodically produces illusions 
of this kind among the YaroshenkDs who take the'defini
tion of a socialist society seriously in the sense of the 
Marxist classics. 

Stalin tells us that' in the socialist soc.iety which sup
posedly is f4Ily achieved in the USSR the policy of lead-

* As of the time that humanity pos'sesses so vast a supply 
of machines that all its growing needs can be satisfied by 
merely a part of this supply, and by reducing living labor 
to an insignificant quantity, the. dev.elopment of the productive 
forces will have ceased to be a necessity, an economic law. Un
doubt~dly mankind will continue to develop these forces even 
in such an epoch, but for disinterested, e'sthetic aims, for the 
exploration 9f the univel1se, etc. This is ,the famous "leap 
from the realm of necessity" - the necessity to develop th~ 
productive forces to provide for human wants, to assure the 
full flowering of man - to "the kingdom of freedom" - the 
freedom to develop. the productive ·forces outside of h~man. 
necessity in the pursuit of disinterested knowledge or other 
motives actuating fully flowered humanity. 
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ing bodies mayor may not adequately utilize the ec.onom
it laws which govern its evolution. Besides we learn in 
passing 

"that our business executives and planners, wi,th few' 
exceptions, are poorly acquainted with the oJ)erations of 
the law of "Value, do not study them, and are unable to take 
account of them in their computatiorts." 

The "picture then "with few .exceptions" is not partie. 
uiarly brilliant. Then, Stalin continues, if the policy of the 
le,ading bodies is not correct, the inherent contradictions 
in' Soviet eco~omy may "degenerate into antagonisms." 
and then "our relations of production might become :l 

serious brake on the future development of .the productive 
forces." 

We are stupefied! "The relations of production" arc, 
as every Marxist knows, reciprocal relations in. which men 
engage in the production of their material needs. These 
productive relationships are socially expressed as social 
(class) relations, and juridically as property relationships. 
Now, Stalin has told us thousands of times that the class 
struggle has been liquidated in the USSR, along with all 
private antagonistic forms of property in the means of 
production. According to this thesis, therefore, "relat!ons 
of product,ion" in the U~SR are largely mutual rel<lltt~ns 
of producers working with the means of production WhICh 
are collective pr~perty! And can these relations of pro
duction, whieh according to Marx's theory represent. the 

. end product of all social evolution, bec()me a brake on the 
d~velopment of the productive forces? But then there would 
be posed the' question of their substitution by other rela
tions of production! And what "relations of production" 
can be envisaged beyond nlutual relations of producers on 
the basis of the socialized ownership of the means of .pro;" 
duction? This is obviously a complete revision of the fun
damental conceptions of Marxism: 

The difficulty is resolved only when the absurd hy
potheSIS Ithat there is already a socialist society in the US?R 
is abandoned. After that we can understand 1.) that beSIde 
relations of production, heralding the socialist future, there 
subsist relations of production, which are survivals of the 
capitalist past, as well 'as intermediary relations of produc
tion (collective farms); 2.) that the degree of the develop
ment of the productive forces in no way guarantees the 
automatic disal'pearance of the latter to the advantage of 
the' former; 3:) that on the contrary this degree of develop-

" ment of productive forces implies the survival of bourgeois 
1iorms 0/ distribution which, in ·turn, are the principal 
source of a constant rebirth of non-soCialist relations ,of 
production, small cpmmodity production, "markets" and 
"-parallel" sectors of production; 4.) that because .of this 
fact; state constraint particularly in the economic policy 
of leading bodies is actually the decisive factor in guaran
teeing the maintenance, the supremacy, and the generali
zation of new relations of production; 5.) that an erroneous 
polity of: these guiding bodies becomes fhe principal fac
tor in sharpen.ing and transforming the social and economic 
contradictions that !subsist in the transition society of the 
.USSR into violent antagonisms - but which are inex-

plicable from the 'hypothesis of an already established so
cialist society. . 

I t is precisely because the Sovie~ man is not yet c?m
pletely master of his ,economic" destlOY that ~he CO.~SCIOUS 
conduct of thl!econolT)Y, the concrete economIC polIcy, as
sumes stich elemental importance! But think of Stalin un
derstanding such a dialeytic,,:l truth. H~ is too .. busy shU!- . 
fling the deck, keeping all the contr~d~ctory pIece~ of .hls 
system 'of thought in their place. ThIS IS the CO~SCIOUS ex
pressl0n of the contradictory nature of the SOVIet bureau
cracy. 

The I1ureaucracy, Brake Upon the 
Development of the Productive Forces 

One could go furtqer and say: The same ~auses whi~h 
determine the prep,onderant role of econ0!llic l~adershlp 
in the USSR also determine the need Ito subject thIS leader
ship to constant and effective control - the objective con
trol of the market, the subjective, constant control of the 
workers. From both these sides, the needs of develop;ment 
and consolidation of Soviet economy batter ,at the arbItrary 
power, the omnipotence and the irresponsibility, of the 
bureaucracy and its management. 

The J1ureaucracy seeks to justify the en?rmous .sh~re 
of the national income it receives by stressmg the lOdIS
pensable role it fulfills in all spheres of economic life. 

On the one side, the bureaucracy plans ({all": the exact 
amounts· of every product of every enterprise; every cost 
price and every sale price; the exact distribution of con
sumer goods to every Soviet village. Naturallys such an 
undertaking is doomed in advance, a'S Stalin says, to "prat
tling about approximate figures." The market. wo.uld. bt! 
by far the best. "p~anner" of prices and ~f the dlstnbutl0I1 
of the various consumer articles, once gIven the sum tt'>tal 
of their value (of the productive resources which society 
is prepared to devote to their productio~) and the sum 
total of revenues to be expended for theIr purchas~. But 
the' bureaucracy refuses to subject itself to this objective 
control, and its arbitrariness accentuates scarcity of con
sumer goods and tension on the market to the utm~st. . 

On the other side, it controls . 'all" : the production ot 
every enterprise and even of every worker, in money, and 
in kind, tompa.red to the goals of the plan; the res?ur~es 
of every enterprise in money and in kin~ along WIth Its 
expenditures, etc. An epormous bure~ucratlc apparat~s has 
thus been c'reated to "control" millions of reference figures 
out of hundreds of thousands of formularies* ... anJ 
constantly extends the area of maneuver for w.aste, em
bezzlement, theft. Workers' control would be th~. cheapest, 
the most effective and the most natural instrument of such 
control. But thr bureaucracy refuses to .subje~t .itself to a 
control which ~ould mean the end of Its pnvileges, an? 
it thereby accentuates the disequilibrium and· dispropor
tions on all levels of economic life. 

* The above-mentioned Soviet journali.st, V. Koroteyev, 
who seems t'o have a marked talent for "socialist realism," 
depicts. the activities .of many bureaucratic functionaries as 
follows: . . . 

"They lose infinite time doing nothing ••• and in preparmg 
documentation to this effect." 
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Soviet economy can only be liber;1~':.t L' ~:-:1 bureau
cratic arbitrariness by'subjecting planning to the dllaI con
trol of the workers and the market. It is precisely in the 
transition epoch, when balanced planning is of vital im
portance for the survival of the new society,' that this con
trol becomes a life and death question for planning. But 
onr should not expect to hear such liberating words from 
Stalin. Among other things, their realization presupposes 
the overthrow of the absolute political power exercised by 
the bureaucracy in the Soviet state today. This power is 
the' principal lever of bureaucratic arbitrariness and more 
and more becomes, as Stalin himself admits, ':a serious 
brake on the development of the productive forces." 

It is possible to list the principal contradictions - not 
between the relations of production and the productive 
forces, but between bureaucratic management and the pro
ductJive, forces - which now curb the development of the 
productive forces in the USSR': 

1. Tbe contradiction between tbe general needs of ·Sf)

ciety (of ,planning) and tbe bureaucratic-centralist elabora
tion of 'plans. As long as the plan goals were relatively 
simple (creation of a basic heavy industry), this contra
diction was only relatively felt. \Vith the enormous com
plexity which Soviet economy now possesses, bureaucratic-

. centralist elaboration of plans l~ads to an enormous waste . 
of values and to the failufe to utilize existing productive 
resources: 

"As parado,xieal as it may sound, almost 100,000 tons 
of metal is annually shipped out of Leningrad, although 
at least half this metal, and possibly even more with a 
change of arrangements could be utilized in Leningrad it
self. A final example: Leningrad receives 7,000 ·to 7,500 tons 
of nails shipped from the South, although a sin~enail fac
tory in Leningrad produces 7,000 tonS of nails but seUs its 
entire production outside the city.'" (Pravda. Oct. 10, 1952). 

"There are rich reserves of capacity for tbe production 
of pig iron, forged and other types of metallurgical products 
in the electrical equipment (actory at Novosibirsk .. Never
theless, tbe factory cannot accept orders.· The matter is 
carried to the absurd. According to the planning depart
ment of the ministry, the funds at the disposal of the fac
tory for the payment of wages are adjusted only on the basis 
of the production of replacement parts ordered by pOwer 
stations. But the loeal power stations have' to reduce thdr 
expenditures for parts. The' factory can only maintain pro· 
duction wUh orders from very remote power stations .•• 
or it is artificially obliged to reduce' production." (Izvestia, 
Sept. 23, 1952). 

Such absurd situations <can I be eliminated only if the 
plans are elaborated from the bottom up', in accor~ance 
with the needs and possibilities worked out locally and on a 
regional basis, and, fol!IQwing integra:tion and centraJiz,ation 
on the top, they are again readjusted democratically by 
control flrom below., , 

2. Contradiction between' tb~ general needs of society 
(pla11;ning) and the personal interests of the bureaucrats, 
which is the principal lever,for the realization of the plan. 
Since the time of the establishment of the omnipotence of 
the faJctory dilrector, and the' prevalence of the principle 
of indiv,iclual profitability of enterprises, the bureaucrats' 
persona'l interest r¢presents the principal lever for the 
n:aHzation of Soviet plans. In theiir constituent parts 
(wages, bonuses; altlocation 'of part of the "director's 

fund"), individual incomes of the bureaucrats fluctuate 
considerably in accordance wiithwhether the financial plan 
of the enterprise is realized or not. This had the effect of 

, greatly stimu'lating :prodU'ction whHe the new strata of 
profiteers were acou'mulating the essentia!ls of their new~ 
found comfort. W,hen" this level of weU-being was attained, 
they lost interest in constantly pushing for an increase in 
production, ,since consumer privileges' cannot be inde'finitely 
extended. On the other hand, since the bureauorat;s' income 
depen~s on the achievement of the financial plan, they 
prefer to divert 'important porlions of producti,ve capacity 
to products which circu!lalte easier and at a better pdce, 
and whose production is not provided for in, the plan. All 
this leads to waste and, to considerable ,disorganization of 
the economy: 

"Some plant directors are trying' to fulfill the. factory 
financial plah at the expense of production, which is profit
able from the financial point of view but results in the pIau 
not being fulfilled from the point of view of diversity of 
products." (Ostrovitianov, in article cited above.) 

"Some establishments, in 'ln effort to fulfill the gross 
output, plan, . resort to a practice that is inimical to the 
interests of the state, prodUCing articles of secondary im
portance above the' plan while failing to meet state plan 
assignments in :respect to major items." (G. Malenkov: Re
port to the 19th Congress of the Rus'Sian C.P.) 

"For a number of years, the elec~rical installation~, fac
tory at Kharkov has allocated 80-40% of the plant's capaci. 
ty to the production of indeterminate goods - that is, of 
products which are absolutely no,t provided for (for a fac
tory with such equipment) ..• It is particularly busy making 
window bolts, d~or handles and other hardware items." 
(Izvestia, Sept. 28, 1952.) 

Such abus,es can only be eliminated by the establish
ment of the strictest workers' control over all phases of 
production and 'distribution. By learning in practice that 

. every complete fulfillment of the plan automaticallY im
proves their living standards" that is, by really participa
ting in the elaboration of plan goals, the masses will learn 
to jealously ~uard this fulfillment. 

Problems of Soviet Agriculture 
I n no ,sphere of Sovi'et economy are the dis,location,s 

caused. by hureaucptic management so strikingly apparent 
as in agriculture. Tn no other sphere are the contradictions 
of Sta'linist thought so apparent. StaHn's hypothesis t'hat a 
socialist society has aheady been esta'bHshed in the USSR 
involves him in inextricable contradictions when he turns 
to the study of Soyietagriculture. 

The first, thjng ,to Ibe noted is that StaHn remains com .. 
plete]y· silent about the prob'lem of the survival of ground 
rent in the USSR. There are unhappy precedents for hi1m 

, on this point: an academic speech he made in 1929 which 
did not shine inserio'us understanding of this most complex 
side of Marxist 'political economy. On the other hand, the 
division of differential ground rent is the principal source 
of the antagonism 'between t:he coHective farm sedtor and 
the statified sector in the USSR. (Storage fees for faJ'1m 
machinery go up for col'lective fa1rms in accordance with 
greater output.) After having proclaimed ,the disappearance 
of this ~ntagonism,St'!.Hn isqdW obliged ,to remain silent 
about everything that would remind his readers of it. 

, Sta,lin asserts that agdcultural production in the USSR 
i'ssocialist :produdion. He speaks of the HcoUective fa'rm 
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form" of socia,list production. But agricu1}.tural produotion 
.in the USSR is not only collective farm production. Stalin 
himself mentions the private property of the "col'lective 
falrm households" (famHies comprising the coNective 
farms). His enumeration of their household goods as tom
posed of several "cows, sheep, goats, pigs,. ducks, geese, 
fowl, turkeys" ,might give the impression that this is a 
trivial matter in Soviet agriculture taken as a whdle. But 
this is not the case. On the eve of the war, 50% of Soviet 
livestock was 'private property, and even today this figure 
'has not seriously a'ltered. An important sectqr of private 
property therefore sUlbsists iih agriculture. And the produc'ts 
of this private sector playa grOWing role, as commodities 
deliver~d to the colleotive farm and "free" market. 

Then, it is absurd to 'Characterize the cdllective farm 
sector as a socialist seotor. It is even more absurd to say 
that "coHective farm property, is socialist property." This 
would lead us to the conclusion th30t there are tu·o "so
Cialist" forms of property: socialist property, "belonging 
,to al'l the people," as Stalin says, and caBeotive farm 
property, belonging' to the producers' cooperatives. Since 
these tlWO forms of !property are in economic conffict. with 

·each other - otherwise there i~ no explanation for their 
coexistence, but that would ·be too di.ale,ctical for Stalin 
to understand - the economic antagonism, the sociail con
flicts, woul1d be perpetuated under socialism, which is the 
}legation of one of ~he fundamentals of Ma,rxist theory. 

One wouhi .arrive at a simiI,~r revisionist conclusion by 
taking serious,ly Stalin's thesis that "the workers and the 
collective farm peasantry ... represent two classes differing 
from one another 'in:status." Classes air~ defined, according 
to Marxist theory, by their partkular po'sition in the 
,process of production; in the final analysis by a char
acteristic relationship toward ,the means of production. For 
example, the different technical position of the industrial 
worker and the ,worker employed by the state for highway 
maintenance does ®t make a distinct socia'ldass of ,high
way maintenance personnel. But if there is a difference of 
:xelation towa11d the means of production -' therefore a 
difference of position in th~ process of prDduction -' there 
is i.nevitably a historic difference of interest between twO' 
'social classes. \Vhen Marxism speaks of the particular in
terests and social'consciousness of each class it is not a turn 
of phrase. To say that there is socia.Jism in t;he USSR and 
to admit at the same time that two different classes subsist, 
i's to assert that {he class struggle continues under socia'lism! 

All of Stalin's reservations bn the-"fri,endship'" between 
the working class and the collective {arm peasantry, on the 
fact that these two classes have a .common interest in "the 
'consDlidation of the 'sociaHst system" do not in any way 
lessen t,he force Df this reasDning. 

Besides, Soviet reality confirms lvlarxist theory point 
for point. The workers~ state and the working class have an 
interest in 'developing agricultural production as rapidly 
as possible in the transition epoch. But the maintenance of 
the collective fa/rm sector of production can become a brake 
on the development of the pfoductive for-ces in agri.culture. 
Stalin recognizes that they are already beginning .to play 
tllis role of ~ brake "by preyenti,~gthe slate from fully 

planning the national economy and especially agriculture." 
The collective farm peasantry however, remains aHached 
to the col'lective farm ownership of their products because 
under present ·conditions of supplying ithe countryside with 
industrial consumer goods this ownership represents a Idnd 
,of guarantee that theilr share of the national income will 
not be further diminished. There is therefore, a conflict of 
.inter~stsj an apparent social and economic conflict. And t·his 
in' a sociallist society? 

Another example : The w0r'kers' state seeks to develop 
agricultural production to the' utmost while constantly 
drawing from the village the additional labor required for 
the expansion of industrial production. I t is therefore in
terested in' pursuing ? vigorDus policy of agricultural 
.mechanization. The coll'edive farm peasantry is also in
terested in employing agricul,turul machinery because it 
lightens their ~labor and permits an increase, of output and 
lherefore of the quantity of available commodities, whkh 
:call be exchanged for industrial consumer goods. But for 
l:he working class and the state the increase of agricultural 
,ftoduction should primarily r'esult in the improvement of 
~upply for the city and in the lowering of foodstuff prices. 
,Por !thecdllective farm pea.santry, the increase of agri
',cultural production should primarily result in the im
Jprovement of supply for 'the countryside and the lowering 
-of prices' of industrial products. In the present state of 
things in the USSR, th~se two interests are therefore in 
.confHot. AJthough latent, this conf'lict is so real that the. 
.state retains the means' of decisive pressure by retaining 
ownership of agricultural machinery. To utilize these 
.machines, the collective farms have to 'pay a prj.ce~hich 
absorb,S an important part of the greater output ob'tained 
from this mechani'zatloQ( cal~egory I I of differential rent). 

Naturally, 'Classes wibh different interests do not thereby 
have ,to. carry <In' a violent class struggle constantly. The 
~orkersl. state, in the interest of as balanced a social and 
£:cohomic development as possible, 'can and should find a 
common denominator between the 'immediate interests of 
the pfotetariat and,those 9f the working peasantry. But at 
the sar'netime it should he dearly aWare of their difference 
ol1Jis}oric interest. Otherwise it would be disarmed when 
confrohted with the periodically inevi!table outbursts of 
tile~e :conf.ticts. Even' more, it would be incapa'ble of pro
jeCting a clea.r road toward the reat withering away of the 
dasse~anci their 'different interests. 

TlteWithel~il1g Away of the Collective Farlils 

This is dell}onstrated by the example of Stalin himself. 
A v: Sani'l1a and V. G. Venger propose to eliminate the 
folleCtive farm sector as a "distinct" sector by remitting 
ownership of agricultural machinery to the collective farms. 
Stalin ,correctly combats this "right \Wing" thesis but with 
entirel'y inadequate arguments. * Tpe only reply such a 
proposal requires is that it would accentuate the conflict of 

>I< As unlikely as it may sound, he asserts that such a meas
ure would impoverish the collective fa,rms, obliging them to 
f~nd the necessary funds for tne replacement of agricultural 
machinery. As if this replacement had to o~ur all at once 
and a~ if long term credit did· not, e~ist! 
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interests between coopera,tive agri,culture and socialist 1n
.Gustry instead of diminishing it. It woulid shift the struggle 
of CCOllomic competition between -these two sectors, which 
t6day prevails essential'ly in the sphere of the distribution 
of the means of consumption (division of income), to the 
,sphere pf the means of production, driving a wedge into 
the socialized sector of industry and 'trade. But suth aclear 
reply woul'd roquirc a frank analysis of tile 'opposItion .of 
interests which Sl'p<lratr-s the coll&tive farm peasantry frorn 
.the proletariat and from the w6rkers' state - not to s~ak 
of .the workers'burcaucracy- ;i,n,d StaHn deHber.itely seeks 
.te disguise this opposition which refutes the essert,ce of his 
contention that socialism has bee·ri achieved in the USSR. 

oil the other hand Staliri'is. also right iii fig~Hng the 
thesis that the nati9nalization of the coIlecVve, farms is 
.the indicated road for "reabsorbing" the collettive farm 
~ector. Atl the pt:csent time, and undoubtedly for a con
siderable period ahead, such nationailizationw9uld meet 
{ltree opposition from the peasantry. As in' 1928:"1933~ the 
years of forced collectivization, it would threaten to unloose 
a veritable civil war on the countryside with the most 
disastrous consequences for the ~ountry. 

But. if, these tV{O extreme "right wing" al,1d 14lttftist" 
ans\vers are obviously erroneous, what correct answerS .are 
,given by Stalin? I·Jere again, the~phinx is pra'cticalily siient. 
He advances one thought only, and with a great ,deal of 
hesitation. This' is all the more astonishiri,g b~cause -recent 
experience i~l the USSR alIpws for the determinati6n of 
lllanyof the elements needed for a coherent ansWer to . ~his 
question. 

Stalin llimits himself to repeating ~everal times : The 
dbtribution of agticultural and industrial production in 
lhe form,' of the exchange of products :is .repladn:g the 
production and circulation of commodities, which solution 
h made possible by ~'the setting up .of asi'n'gle national 
economic body (comprising representativ'es of state indus-
·,try ~ndof the collective farms) with the right .. '. even'" 
tually, to distribute production.:' He already finds the 
~eeds of SUGh a solution in the payment in kind which, the 
collective farms now receive for ,producing industrial' raw 
materials and not foodstuff crops. 

This idea is false and dangerous. First, Stalin confus'es 
the elimination of thedrculation of commodities with the 
.eiimination .of money.' Production and circulation of com
inodities existed #before the appearance of Ploney,'and one 
can well imagiu'e that the production and circulation of 
commodities - excha~nge ,in kind - will subsist in some 
sectors for a period after the disappearance of money. 
Furthermore payment in kind to collective farms producing 

.itHlustrial raw materia'ls does not herald a better, futiue 
but is the survival of a very dark past. It is, a reminder of 
the scarcity and the bad provisioning ,of the country 'in 
ioodstuff products whkh obliges the state to guarantee 
,regular provisioning to these peasants at the peril ~'f 
abandoning industrial crops which are indispensable tv 
Soviet economy, in favot, of foodstufforops. But insofar as 
the production and distribution of foodstuff products is 
stabiIined and extends over all 'Soviet territory; insofar as 
the standard of !}iving of the peasantry rises and their wants 

become more diversified, they prefer to be paid in money 
which permits them to obtain a much wider rang(! of 
fonsumer goods than they recei,ve from the state. In fact, 
,the Soviet ecOnomists have tecently insisted correctly on 
the increase 0/ money ·income as against income in kind to 
the collective, .farm peasantry, which they see as a sign of 
proglress . .in ·$6viet economy. 

, fhe ,last e.ch9cs, of the discussion which opened at the 
~inie of the merging of the collective Ifarms was heard in 
MalenkC!v's report to the 19th Congress of the Russian CPo 
That discussion dearly demonstrated that the cdllective 
'farm pe~sants a,rc beginning to have the same wants as 
the Soviet proletariat. What they were demanding when 
they put forth the idea of "agro-cities" was the comforts of 
the big cities, running water, gas, electricity, a modern and 
adequate sanitary sysSem, medicine, education, recreation . 
Soviet society, in Malenkov's own admission, is still very 
jar from the ability to assure them such comforts. So long 
~s it remains that way, the maintenance of exchange of 
cQmmQditie~ betlw~en the city ~nd the country is the only 
.effective means of interesting the peasant in increasing 
production. With ea,ch new increase in the vdlume of 
,consumer goods that the ,city is able to' deliver to the 
country; with each new increase in the reserve of farm 
machihes, measures of technical reorganization of agri
~LJltur.e - such as the absorption of the smaH collective 
farms, regional, loe,i'! and then individual farm planning 
of areas planted with wheat with different products to be 
!purchased by thestate at attracti;ve prices - such measures 
v/oul,d appear acceptable to the peasantry as being to their 
interests. The progress of this illdustrialir,ation 0/ agri
:culture will conclude. after severall generations by com
Ipletely upsetting the now still predominant peasant 
mentality. The inhabitants of the genuine "agro-cities" of 
the future will live under conditions not unl'ike those 
.of the industrial workers. Thus aU the, conditions will be 
joined so that when the city places an abundance of in
dustrialconsumer goods at the disposal of the /lagro-city," 
the latter ,wiH voluntarily give up the "ownership'" of the 
,products of their labor, an ownership which is no longer 
an advantage to them. It is on this .road of the witbering 
.awayof the collective farm sector~ of fusion between 
;tgriculvure and industry in a socialist economy, conjointly 
,)\lith the withering away of classes and of the state, that 
the withering away of the "two. sectors" in Soviet economy 
can be envisaged. 

The Stages Toward the Communist SocIety 

The vigorous development of the productive forces in 
the USSR poses a number of new problems which bccome 
completely incomprehensible if they are approached from 
the point of vie!w that a socialist society has alrea.dy been 
·completed in that country. Moreover their comprehension 
is further obscured by, prejudices peculiar to the bureau
aacy -,which is doomed to extinction. But it clings to life 
and even now, is seeking to carve out a place for itself in 
the sociailist society of tomorrow. 

Stalin, is ohligedJo speak more concretely of the wither
ing away of the state "with the extension of the sphere of 
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~ction of socialism to most of the countries of the world," 
thus in passing a,dmitting th~ falsity of his theory of "the 
possibility of completing the construction of socialism and 
pf commUFlism in one country alone." He is ob}ig~d for 
.the first time to recognize that statified property is not the. 
highest but on'ly the initial form of the socialization of the 
,means, of production. When the Yugoslav communist lead
ers revived this elenlentary Marxist truth in 1950, the 
~ta1inist theoreticians fulminated against this "service for 
capitalism." Stalin himself is now very quietly remi'nding 
them of the same thing. 

However, what form will socialist ownership 'of the 
means of production assume after the withering away of 
the state? In several in~ances Stalin spe.aks of Ita central 
directing economic body" which will be the heir of the 
state. The bureaucracy excluded, it returns posthaste. It is ' 
comical to observe how iqcapable Stalin is of conceiving 
a sodety otherwise than crowned by "bodies" which "di
rect" and "centralize." 

In reality the two phases of communist society should 
be clearly demarcated in this connection. The first phase 
of communist ,society, when the classes wither away, is 
also marked by a withering away of the state. Differences 
between manual and intellectua'l labor dimin.ish as this 
process progresses. At the same time society will still re
quire a strict accounting of resources and of social ex
penditures'in labor, and will th.erefore require, as Trotsky 
pointed out many times, an increase of "the central organ
izing functions" of society. Nevertheless, "the withering 
away of the state in this first phase of communism will ex
press itself in the disappearance of the personnel distinc
tion between producers' and administrators, between di
rectors and directed. All citizens wi'll take their turn at 
lithe central organizational functions" which are basically 
function,S of acccounting and rational distribution ra~her 
than functions of "direction" proper. 

In the second stage of communist society, when the 
cJasses and the state'have -already disappeared, all differ
ence between manual work and intellectual work will dis
appear. to the degree that customary abundance and ex
treme wealth of society creates so high a social co~scious
ness among men that all centra'! 'accounting becomes super
fluous. There will no longer be any justification fpr "cen
tral organizing functions." This will be the epoch of the· 
decentrali{ation of all spheres of social life, the epoch of 
the formation of "free communes of producers and con
sumers," to use the words of Firedrick Engels. 

By lab~ling the transition society a "completed soci~d
ist society," Stalin in reality is substituting the picture of 
,the first stage of communism for what he calls "the com
munist society." 

This is parti~ularly apparent ,in his conception of the. 
withering away of commodity production. In reality, what 
he has in mind is the replacement of a monetary commod
ity economy by a natural commodity economy, since ac
cording to him there wiH still be exchange of products -
and therefore relations of equivalents, therefore the per
sistence of value - 'which will be substituted for the cir
culation of commodities. But, according to the famous pas
sage by Marx'in "The Critique of the Gotha Program," 

when the formu'la "to each according to his needs" is real
ized all notions of equivalents and consequently all no
tions of exchange will have disappeared from economic 
life. Men will draw freely from the existing 'store of con
sumer goods and will freely give in return their labor 
power to society, without any excbange beween the§e two 
categories, that is, without measurement or limitation. 

The preparation, the seeds of the economy of abun
dance, are to be found \ today in the free p'ublic service's 
(social wage, social dividend). It is in the development of 
this "social wa'ge" in relation to the individual wage, in 
th~ inclusion of consumer goods, staples in this category 
(bread, milk, school books, salt, soap, medicines, etc.) that 

-the withering away of commodities is to be measured. It 
is significant that Stalin fs completely silent on this point 
although until very recently Soviet prqpagand'a assigned 
a leading place to these problems!' 

The same tran'sposition is ev~n manifested when Stalin 
raises' the question of the disappearance of all . opposition 
. and of all difference between the' city· and the country. 
between intellectual labor and manual labor. It is in the 
first stage of communism that the opposition, the antag
onism between these different forms of social activity 
should disappear with the withering away of classes and 
of the state. We won't dwell on the fact that this oppOsi
tion, contrary to Stalin's assertion, still persists in the 
USSR. We have already pointed this out as regards agri
culture. Insofa'r as intellectua1 labor is concerned, the 
"strata of progressiv,inteNigentsia"represents the "ideal" 
incarnation of the bureaucracy in the USSR. Its antag
onism to the proletariat is manifested, to speak only of 
what is most obvious, in the en<?rmous priVileges of com
pensation enjoyed by intellectual labor as against manual 
labor. 

But StaHn distorts the wisdom of our teachers when 
he asserts that the problem of the disappearance ofd,if
ferences between the city and the country, between 'manual 
labor and intellectual labor was not posed in the Marxist 
classics. I t is posed by Engels in A nti-Dubring, as well 
as by Marx in Tb,e German Ideology and in Capital, 
and by Lenin. 

It is the problem of the .second stage of communism 
that Stalin is agai'n incapable' of comprehending. The first 
st~ge of communism, the disappearance of .opposition be
tween the citY' and the country leads in ~ffect, as Stalin 
says, not. to the qeath but to the extension of the big 
cities. But the second stage of communism, the stage of 
gre~t decentralization of "free communes of production 
and. consumption," will bring with it the disappearance 
of ~he met;ropolises which are far from ideal centers for 
man's bahinced development. Stalin's attempt to "correct;' 
Engels only highlight~ the imaginative power of. our 
teachers and demonstrates the wretched narrow-mindedness 
of· tithe father of the peoples." 

The same can be said of the elimination. of all differ
ences between manual labor and intellectual labor. "Some 
distinction," Stalin says, It • •• will remain~ if only because 
the conditions of labor of the managerial staffs and thOse 
of the' workers are not identical. You almost .lose the relish 
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for communist society - the second stage of communism, 
if you p.Jease! - when it is presented as a carefully stra
tifiedsodety (workers at their machines and «manageria'l 
staffs" .in their offices) like present day Soviet society! 
That Lenin beHeveQ it possible to begin the rotation of the 
functions of managethent by the workers from the outset 
of the socialist revc1lution (see «State and Revolution"); 
that the social division of labor between producers and ad
ministrators will disappear with the completion of the first 
stage of communism; that in any case the functional divi
sion of labor will certainly disappear in the second stage 
of communism - this is what Stalin seems incapable even 
of' perceiving. But how can the bureaucracy perceive its 
own negation! * 

Sta:fin hypocritically attacks Yaroshenko because he 
declares the primacy of production over consumption in 
socialist society (meaning the transition society a5 it now 
exists in the USSR). This,. Stalin says, leads to "an in
c'rease of production. for the increase of production," to 
"production as an end in itself •.. Comrade Yaroshenko 
loses sight of man and his wants." This is just right but 
Yaroshenko is mere:ly ,awkwardly expressing what Stalin 
himself asserts in' his article, namely, "th~ primacy of the 
production of the means of production over the production 
of the means of consumption," But,according to him this 
"primacy" is inherent in his "fundamental economic law 
of socialism."** "the secur~ng of the' maximum 'satisfaction 
of the ,constantly growin'g material and cultural require
ments of the who:le of society through the continuous ex
pansion and pedection of soci~list productiqn on the basis 
of higher ,techniques." Yet Stalin adds to the exposition 
of ,his "fundamental .law": "uninterrupte'd growth of pro
duction" -:- "continuous expansion and perfecting of so
cialist production." 

It is true th~t he declares that this growth of produc
tion is a means, not an end. But ,the young workers and 
Soviet ,theoreti~ians, who dream of a better future, do not 
seem to be greatly impressed with such statements. Is 
Stalin, unaware of the fact that the assertion of "the pri .. 

* As early as th~ end of 1948 - in the October 17th issue 
of Krasnaya Zvezda - the young Soviet theoretician Kuropat
kin says in speaking of the conditions required for going over 
to the second phase of communism: "The cultural and technical 
level of the worker,s and the peasants must be continually 
ra.ised if the development of the working class is to equal that 
of the engineer-technicians and the technical and cultural level 
of the peasantry is to equal that of the agronomists." If the 
cultural level of the workers is on a par with that of the 
engineer~, why tlien is a "directing pers,onnel" necessary r 

** Stalin covers himself with ridicule when he claims to 
have discovered "the fundamental law of capitalism," ~ and 
thousands of parrots slavishly repeat his discovery by singing 
his praises. What· use 'was there for pool' Marx to wear him
self out for decades working on "Capital" if all that was needed 
was to wait for Josef Vissarianovich to reveal the "fundamen
tal law of-capitalism" to us? Stalin does not appear to under
stand that the pursuit of the "maximum, profit" by thousands 
of capitalist entreprel'1~urs is precisely the mechanism which 
leads to the formation of the ayerage rate of profit! At the 
most, it should be added that in the inonopoly capitalist epoch 
this averaging is no longer uniform, but differentiated: an 
average ra,~e of· profit in the monopoly sectors; a lower rate 
in the semi~monopolY sectors; an even lower rate in the' non
monopoly sectors. 

macy of the production of the ineans of production over 
the production of the means of consumption" means that 
the major portion of human labor is devoted to this pro.. 
duction and not to that of the means of consumption? 
That, in other words, man is devoting more effort to prO
ducing "means" than to attaining the "aim"? , 

We understand that such a state of 'affairs is unfor
tunately inevitable for a certain period. Without it, the 
creation of genuine abundance, of 'a real classless society. 
of an actual withering away of commodities and exchange 
would be impossible. But, if it is agreed that we are deal
ing here with means, then' it must also be granted that we 
are dealing with a transitory situation. The particular end 
to be attained is the cr~ation of so vast a reserve of ma
chines that the "constantly growing material and cultubil 
requirements of the whole of society" can be satisfied ~ith 
a minimum of human labor without the need of continu
ing to diver~ a major portion of human labor to the mal'!
ufacture of the ~nstruments of labor. In other words, Stal
in's "fundamenta'l law of socialism" is revealed as a typ
ically transition law, a law of the transition epoch which 
will undoubtedly cease to operate with the completion of 
the first phase of c,ommunism and certainly during its 
second phase. 

Stalin's narrow-mil)dedness, which seems to make him 
incapable of imagining the possibility of fully satisfying 
all the growing wants of society without devoting its ma
jor effort to the production of the instruments of ,labor, is 
another reflection of the narrow interests of the bureauc
racy. The bureaucracy derives' its main justification for 
its role as policeman and overseer in Soviet society from 
the "primacy" of the production of the 'means of produc~ 
tion in relation to the production of the means of con
sumption. The abolition of this "primacy," the establish
ment of the "primacy" of the production of the means of 
consumption, will eliminate the material base of any pre
ponderant rGle of the administrators, and will give central 
place in economic activity to the aspirations and desi'res 
of the consumers, that is, of the masses of the people. At 
present workers' control of planning on all levels' would 
represent a transitory stage, toward thi~ future transforma
tion, It would embody in embryo this directing function of 
the consumers. But when Stalin speaks of the second phase 
of communist society an9 of production for needs, he adds 
immediately: "and computation of the requirements of 
society willacqui're paramount importance for the plan
ning bodies." Even when he tacitly admits the "primacy" 
of the means of consumption in such an epoch, the "plan
ning bodies" continue t6 retain unaltered their "primacy" 
over society! 

The same narrow-mindedness is demonstrated when 
$t,alin enumerates the inaterial conditions required for go
ing over to this second phase of communism. He is 'obliged 
to promise an improvement of living conditions to the 
workers. Otherwise the whole business would hardly be 
worth the trouble. At the same time he has to' minimize the 
enormous gulf between the Soviet worker's standard of 
:living and that of a present day American worker, not to 
s.peak of the gulf between the standard of living of the pres
ent Soviet worker and that of ~ member of the socialist 
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society of the future. _ "To at lea'st double real wages of 
the workers and employees" - what a paltry wretched 
aim compar'ed to what the communist society was to -have 
been in the minds of our teache~s, although this aim may 
appear' aHuring to the workers of the USSR. Even so, each. 
worker would have only two pairs of shoes a year! The 
annual' production of automobiles would allow for one 3uto
-mobile for every 60 families! That would be a long way 
even from the condition of the worker in the United States, * 
Would that be the "full flowering of all man's physical 
and intellectual faculties" of which Engels speaks? 

It is impossible to conceive of communist society out
side of the world victory of socialism, if only because the 
universal, world relations of m,en alone aHow for the full 
development of human wants and capacities. The possibil
ity of building the communist society only on a world 
scale is explicitly stated in the Marxist classics. The fact 
that the Stalinist thesis on "the possibility of building so
cialism in one country" is in flagrant contradiction with all 
classical Marxist theory on this question is not the least 
of the, causes for ,the IlJean and disma.'l picture that Stalin 
paints of the communism of tomorrow! 

The Meaning of Stalin's Article 
All these ,contradictions of Stalinist thought are visible 

not only to the handful of authentic Leninists who still 

survive in the USSR. The rising YOl!pg gener~tion which 

is "ardently desirous of proving their worth" never loses 

sight of these contradictions. I t is able to see, to listen, to 

compare, to draw its conclusions. Its critical spirit is alive. 
It poses indiscreet questions. It puts, its finger on the sore 
spots. I t, unconsciously at .first - is 'it always unconscious? 
~ unveils the most flagrant contradictions in the think
-ing of the chief. Its Marxism is distorted, it is awkward. 
it is often in error - so be it! But a Yaroshenko calmly 
explained to StaHn that he was wrong ... This is not an 
isolated case. Stalin's entire article proves. th..at a genuine 
discussion occurred around the questions with which he 
dealt. It will not be the last theoretical discussion posed by 
the young Soviet generation. I t will be one of the last 
manifestations of the efforts of the bureaucracy to main
tain the monolithism of official .thinking at any price. 

It is significant that ~he principal defects of Soviet 
economy which its leaders are revealing every day are de
fects which no longer reflect the poverty but the wealth 
of the economy! To be' sure, the opposition -between the 
enormous productive apparatus created in the USSR and 
the living standard of the masses is greater than ever. But 
this' opposition assumes a new meaning in an epoch when 
Soviet industry has become the second in the world, when 

... In .the above-mentioned article by Kuropatkfn, it is said 
that Stalin declared at the 18th Congress of the CP of the 
USSR that capitalist production per capita would have to be 
surpassed in order to go over to' the s.econd phase of com
munism. That would require not doubling' but, in' terms of pro
ducts, tripling or quadrupling the present living standards -of 
the Soviet worker - at any rate, if 'the standard of comparison 
taken is consumption per capita in countries like the USA, 
Canada, Australia, etc. This should indicate how far away this 
coal appears if the USSR has to attain it alone. 

'steel production has reached the combined total of British 
and German production! This opposition is one of the, nu
merous manifestations of the same fact. The .level of de
velopme,J;1t of the productive forces has reached a point 
where it has become incompatible with bureaucratic man-
agement. ' 

The role of the bure:ll1cracy as a br~klC on this develop
ment is revealed more clearly than ever In the eyes of the 
ent-ire youth, the entire' worker and communist elite, Th~ 
problem of the struggle against the supremacy of this bu
reau~racy is more and more posed as a practical, realistic 
task within the framework of a "rational organization of 
the economy." Entire layers of Soviet society are demand- . 
ing this struggle - some for selfish so~ial reasonS, others 
from the point of view of the interests of communism. 
Stalin's theoretical polemic expresses a practical attempt 
to defenl'l the status quo against the forces of social trans
formation set loose by the economic and sociai evolution 
of the USSR. 

Stalin can no ,'longer defend the privileges of the bu
reaucracy with the' same arguments he _ did in the past. He 
has to get rid of the ballast. At\~he same time, and precisely 
because the immediate possibilities of satis{ying the con
sumers are greater than ever, he is obliged. to withdraw in
definitely'if not to completely suppress the millennial vi
sions of the future with which the agitators once appeased 
the impatience of the masses. Today 35 million industrial 
workers would reply to such visionary projections: "Don't 
speak to us' about free bread 25 years from now. Tel'l us 
rather why we lack decent housing today despite our pow
erful industry!" 

Stalin has lost the argument of the future just as he 
lost the argument of the past. The less he is able to reply 
to questions and criticisms which converge from all sides, 
the more he is tangled in his numerous contradictions, the 
more he is obliged to cling to the present. 

There is a new generation now in the USSR which does 
not bear the marks of the trauma of the' famine" years of 
'1929-1933 and of the bloody epoch of the purges from 1935-
1937. It is a generation that has grown up in the feverish 
development of an industrial society, in which millions of 
workers have received high school or first-r~te technical 
education. This generation will be the gravedigger of the 
bureaucratic dictatorship. Like the Western proletariat it 
plays the dominant role in the nation's economy_ It is con
scious of its strength and its worth. It no longer accepts 
the arbitrariness of the bureaucracy, without grumblings. 
Its grumblings prompted Stalin's article. They can be }ieard 
in the background as an accompaniment to the unchanging 
monotone style of the fonner theological student from 
Tiflis. But these gnimblings herald a storm. In the tumul-:
tuous struggles for socialism which are in development and 
in preparation on a world scale, the Soviet proletariat wiH 
occupy the outstanding place which belongs to it. The re
establishment of Soviet democracy on a higher ~con~mic 
level -'- that is the program demanded by Soviet economy 
as its bureaucratic leaders have shown it to us. That is 
what the young workers and the Soviet cO,mmunists'.will 
realize in practice after ,having test~d the ground, in the 
field of theory~ as we can see from Stalin'sartic1e! 


